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The Official Stockists of the school uniform

SIX>DAY TRADING WEEK

97 LORD STREET
LIVERPOOL, 2. Tele: Central

BLAZERS
JACKETS
RAINCOATS
CAPS' TIES
SOCKS' SHOES

It's wise buying at
Hope Brothers, who offer
a complete, top-to-toe
outfitting service where

IIAlUE
COMESFIRSr!

_~~I~ ~
DOPE BROTHERS
~~~~
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The go-ahead

LIFE
of a NAVAL OFFICER

begins at DARTMOUTH
You can enter for a permanent commission in anyone of the many
branches of the Royal Navy. These include: Seaman, Fleet Air Arm,

Engineering, Supply and Secretariat, and Royal
Marines. Short service commissions are also
available. For full particulars, write to;
Officer Entry Section, FSM/21,
Royal Naval Careers Service, State House,
High Holborn, London, W.C.t.
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EDITORIAL

SCHOOL CLOTHES THAT TAKE THE ROUGH
AND TUMBLE OF SCHOOL LIFE IN THEIR
STRIDE-THAT'S THE KIND OF VALUE
YOU FIND AT JOHN MANNERS

!~n~~d~~O~~;s!h~;:fit~::~o~e~:~:iltyiesa~fd imith'-eahf,JjfoUwill find an excellentS " ,ow IC ve up to our sloqan->
ubscription ,~ccount facilities available - ask for full details

-- GOOD VALUE IN GOOD CLOTHES" _

JOHN M_ANNERS
RENSHA W STREET
LIVERPOOL

"Change is inevitable. In a progressive country change is constant." This
observation, made by Disraeli in' 1867, is only a little appreciated by most,
and furthermore IS often denounced outright because of the conflict of
interests immanent in any new proposal.

Change is inevitable: but despite this it is disturbing to find authorities
asserting that the existing methods and ideas will suffice for the future. They
expect the common desires to evolve along their line of thought rather than
to adapt their ideas and procedures to serve the will of the people. Whether
this be a sincere or merely a tacit revolt against modern trends is a moot
point, but these equivocations do militate against necessary progress. This is
typified by the views of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church on birth control,
and by the lack of appreciation by our government of the value and absolute
necessity of scientists and technicians for the survival of this and every
country. Although, in retrospect, the inevitability of progress is apparent,
throughout history there have been instances of a reactionary attitude towards
new ideas, A classic example is the insistence of the early Church on the
validity of the geocentric universe in the face of overwhelming scientific
facts supporting a heliocentric system,

However, merely embarking on frantic course of change-be it radical or
moderate-is as much a danger as stagnation. For although change is necess-
ary, each new suggestion must be subject to the most thorough analysis.
Cursory investigation may lead to mnfortunate change. It is here that the
difficulties arise, The little-tested solutions frequently do more harm than
good but, in contrast, an essential change is sometimes outdated by the time
it has been fully discussed, This happens too often in this country, with
unwarranted delays; this is manifested locally in the farcical deliberations for
the second Mersey crossing, It is true to say that any administration which
could strike the balance between these two extremes of attitude towards change
would be the most successful institution in its sphere.

Our Schooi is involved in a hotly disputed development of education. We
have intimated that one must be prepared to .accept this new method of
education, One of many questions to be asked concerns us here. Has this new
type of education proved itself sufficiently in the experimental schools to
warrant introduction on as wide a scale as the Labour Party desire? The
answer appears to be in the negative, as although many pupils have sat "0"
level and U.L.C], examinations, there have been very few pupils of high
attainment from which to assess the success of the comprehensive education
in this sphere. The sceptics insist on more results at this higher level to be
available before any decisions be taken, whereas the supporters of the
comprehensive system feel it has been delayed long enough and another five
years may prove disastrous. Again, fear of undue postponement is evident.
New ideas, however, .arc generally only introduced if they are superior to
those of the present, and one wonders why a comprehensive education is
required, since the grammar school and associated schools have proved them-
selves [0 be a commendable institution for many decades. Nevertheless, this
docs not and must not result in the comprehensive schools' not being; given
the opportunity to equal or better the existing system. These are just a few
issues of the manv which are raised, and show the great complexity of
opinions which surround this problem.

LTD4
and BASNETT STREETt

TELEPHONE-ROYAL 3096
OFFICIAL OUTFITTERS TO

LIVERPOOL INSTITUTE HIGH SCHOOL
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\'V'hile these propos,,1s arc heing dl'h"lnl, II,,· hlillOrs remind their readers
that they fed that the xucccs, and vit.i lu y 01 IIll" .~r:III1I1!"r school arc mirrored
m this magazine The progress 01 <11I>rmn nv dislingllishcd Old Boys is
reported annually, and the numerous active inll'rl'sts 01 1IIl' huvs of the School
are recorded here together with the original arlil"ics of all eX~'dlcnt standard.
The credit to the School is greater when one collsi<ins thl' trying conditions
III which we hav~ to operate. With new buildings .uid more- facilities, on a
par with those enjoyed by the comprehensive schools, this and other grammar
schools would have a chance to meet and better the challenge of this new
system. But despite all this, one must remember the sa~aci()lis comment of
Disraeli and be prepared for change; but let the change he only for the
better, not merely for the purpose of having something in a different form.

MR. W. F. EDGE
We shal] sorely miss Mr. Edge when he leaves us to become a Lecturer at
Edge Hill Training College, for his contribution to school life since 1949 has
been unique. His work for school football and tennis, his support for School
music and drama, his organisation of Speech Day and his unforgettable
Easter continental tours spring to mind at the mention of his name. To the
teaching of History he has brought imagination, enthusiasm and a rich
scholarship. The love of History is an expression of the love of life and he
is a master of the art of living. We' shall miss above all therefore, the man
himself, as gay and vital as those sparkling wines of Champagne which he
knows and loves so well.

It has been a great joy to know him and to work with him and we wish
him all happiness and success in the' years to come.

MR. A. EVANS
At the end of term, Me. A. Evans, at present Senior Modern Language
master, will be leaving to take up the post of Senior Lecturer in French at the
C. F. Mott Training College. He came to the School shortly after a brilliant
academic career at Cambridge, and he then began to make his distinguished
contribution to the teaching of German and French. His subtle mind, together
with the depth of his knowledge and scholarship, were an inspiration to all
his pupils. He possesses splendid qualities of intellect, humour and patience,
which wilh be greatly missed, but it is consoling that, in his new work, he
will be responsible for training teachers, and so his gifts may reach a wider
audience. Mr. Evans made· an invaluable contribution to many aspects of
school life. He ran the Scouts, organised camps, and proved a staunch
supporter of the Music Club. We· would like to record our sincere appreciation
for all' he has done here, and to offer our best wishes for success and
happiness in his new work.

MR. B. W. HOLLIS
After teaching at thelinstitute for 5 years, Me. Hollis has secured an appoint-
ment as Lecturer in Russian at the College of Commerce. During his stay
here he played a large part in establishing Russian as a flourishing subject
in the curriculum, and many boys, under his sympathetic guidance, were
introduced to the fascination of the language and the grandeur of its literature.
He wiII be missed, not only as a Russian scholar, but also for the great
efforts he made to confirm the position of hockey as a major School activity.
We are very grateful to Mr. Hollis for all he has accomplished here, and we
wish him all success in his new employment.

MR. R. K. DAVIES
Mjr. R K. Davies has been a member of the staff for four years, but in this

comparatively short time we have all come to recognise not only his ahility
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as a teacher of Physics, but also the wide effect of his influence on the many
school activities to which he has devoted most of hiS spare time. HIS qualities
of leadership have inspired many boys in mountarn camps ill North Wales,
Skve and Norway to take their first steps on a mountain under h is calm,
~e~'ssuring influence, and have .hcl pcd them to develop similar qua litics of
leadership and self-reliance. .' . . .

Both in and out of the classroom, to all his many acnviues, mountain-
eering, C,C.F., Christian Union and partic~larly Rugby Football, which ~as
flourished under his whole-hearted enthusiasm, he has brought smcerity,
integrity and understanding.

MR.A.CROSS
Few boys anticipate that they will eventually return to teach in their old
School. 'Mr. Cross has made this move for the short penod of .two years but
during this time he has made a distinct impression With his m!litary preclslO~
and discipline. He has given considerable help as Secretary of .the Old Boy~
Association durinz a difficult phase in its history. We Wish him well in his
new task of increa~ed responsibility at Quarry Bank High School.

CHAT ON THE CORRIDOR
This term we are losing our two assistants, Sefior A. R. Bocanegra y Padilla
and Herr \\7, P, Senn. We were! happy to have them With us and we trust
they enjoyed their stay in Liverpool. d f

M Sahel our French assistant, was unable to return to Englan a ter
the Christma~ holidays, but fortunately Mrs. Kay was able to take on his
work Mr. and Mrs. 'Kay are returning! to France at the end of term, and
they 'leave with our best wishes. ., d

We congratulate M.r. and Mrs. Nelson on the birth of a daughter, an
also Mr and Mrs. Bradley on the birth of a son. . .'

On 22nd January, a party of boys went to Llverp,?ol University for a
performance of Juan Ruiz Iriarte's "juego de nifios , presented by the
Department of Spanish. fil "Th Y 11w

On 23rd January, a group of senior boys saw the m e e 0

Teddybears" at the Scala Cinema, d d
On 27th' January members of the Fourth and Remove forms atten e ~,

concert at the Philharmonic Hall, at which works by Elgar, Dvorak, Rave,
and Mozart were played. The conductor was Trevor Harveh, Philharmonic

On 25th February, boys from the Sixth Form went to tel
Hall to attend a concert conducted by. Charles Groves and including works

by ~~z~~~ !~re;h l\;O~as:;;g;rYb;y~d :~~~~mtl~~. Everyman cinema to see the
. f' MI" , "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme", performed byfilmed version 0 , 0 iere s .

me~er\~~hL~1~~c~Cd~~y~rarr~~se~he Lower Sixth went to the Liverpool
Colle~ate for a song' and guitar recital, given bYJa~ ~~ol. t d Coronets"

On 20th March a party of boys saw the film Kin ear s an ,

at the Philharmonic Hall. f b a performance of Andre Obey's
On 22nd March, ~ group 0 oys saw . U '. it

"Noc", presented by the French Departm:nt of Liverpool d l~t~~S;yparaday
On 25th March, members of the SIxth Form attcn e

Lecture, at the PhilharmonitHall·S .hool forms were given a lecture by Dr.
On 28th April, cerstam L ~Ce~ eM B B S. on the subject of his work

Derek jenkins, F.R.C .. , ...., '.' .,' J f S th India
in the famous Neyyoor Hospital, al;d for ~~~t C;~:,~ \nO an O~~say competition

\'(1e congratulate P. Pmk] on wJnnll1g
ded· by th'c HiO'h Commissioner of

on Commonwealth race re atrons, awar 0

Nigeria.
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We arc also pleased to announce that R E Hands won ..national essay . . . . , a pnze In theJ J cou:;petitlOn orgamsed. by the Alliance Francaise, and that D.
Andarman won third pnze ]n the Hispanic Council prize competition' A T

erson was commended m .the Latin America section. . '.'
We also record the following academic successes:

P. Cartcmd'but.;'-dOpen Exhibition in Modern Languages at Pembroke College=n~ 'rt ~w~nd' fian Open Scholarship. i~ Er:'glish at Brasenose College, Oxford.
. . Ca. :ld, an Open Exhibition III Mathematics <It Queens College

ambridge. '
A. D. Jackson, an Open Scholarship in Mathematics at Wadham College,

Oxford.
C. F. Woodcock, an Open Scholarship in Mathematics at Balliol College,

Oxford.
T. B. Davidson, a Commonership in Mathematics at New College, Oxford.
A. W. McG~orge, a Commonership In Classics at Downing College

Cambndge. ' ,
1. D. McGowan, a Commonership in Modern Languages at Exeter College

Oxford. ""
C. N. Prince, a Commonership in Natural Sciences at New College, Oxford.
D, C. Town~nd, a Cornmonership m Natural Sciences at Caius Colleze

Cambndge. '" ,
As V!e go to press, we hear that Mr. G. W. Brawn and Mr. J. Nicholson

are leaving at the end of term. We offer best wishes for success in their future
work.

SCHOOL MAGAZINES
T?e ~ditors wish ~o acknowledge the receipt of the following magazines,
WIth sincere apologies for any omissions.
. .The John Hamilton High School Magazine; The Salfordian; The Alsop-
Ian, The Holt School M~gazme; The WalJ.aseyan; Cestria; The Manchester
Grammar School Magazine; The Woking County High School Magazine.

CHARITY FUND
The average collection each week has been well maintained during
As a result of this, the folIowing donations have been made:

1963 December:
Florence Institute >.

the year.

1964 March:
Florence Institute
Children's Hospital .....
Cancer Research
Grenville Playground.
R.N. Lifeboat Institution.
Gordon Smith Institute .

It can be seen that the donation to the Florence Institute has been
reduce? to £100 this year. In 1964/65 and future years the donation will be
one-third of the, total collection.

During the. Summer. term all money was sent to the Freedom from
~~~g~;.am~a~gnT~o this end, a special appeal was held during the fortnight

'. isun I e. IS, together With the proceeds from a raffle of a oster
zvmted by Paul McCartney, enabled a sum of £250 to be sent to W~r on

~. D1'...j.

£50
£20
£20
£10

£5
£5
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THE SCHOOL PLAY-CRITIQUE
The School play this year was the "Merchant of Venice", which was written
about 1595 and presented by the School Dramatic Society, on the 400th
anniversary of Shakespeare's birth. Being performed for the celebration of
such an important event, great care was naturally taken to create authenticity.
This-in that no curtains were used, the set was typically Elizabethan
(alcove, balcony and two entrance doors to the stage), and scene
movers were dressed in Elizabethan costume, as was all the cast-proved
most effective. On the whole a "Globe" atmosphere was well' created, except
that the stage was enclosed and the use of such modern techniques as lighting
enabled a distinction between day andi night, without having to draw these
conclusions from the actor's speeches. Great attention was also paid to minute
detail, the scales, scrolls, courtroom ledger, leather bag of ducats, ink-pot
and quill pen.

As the School stage is very small and was further diminished by the
projecting scenery, all the actors had a greater demand on them than would
normally be encountered, as they had little room in which to manoeuvre and
had to act almost on top of the audience. Instead of being in a bright, isolated
world under the stage lights, acting to the blackness beyond, each actor was
conscious of the immediate presence of the audience. The amount of space
was well used, however, by the skilful arrangeme.nt of both furniture and
actors, as was seen in the courtroom scene and the casket scenes particularly.
In the latter, however, it proved difficult both to see and hear Portia's suitors
when they stood inside the alcove behind the caskets, and very few people
saw that it was a skull which was drawn from the first casket.

After the nervousness of the first night, the acting improved and, together
with a most responsive audience, Thursday evening proved to be a crowning
achievement and reached a high standard of performance. At every perform-
ance, however, all the actors were both clearly audible and intelligible.

Shylock, played by W. Kenwright, was undoubtably the most dominant
character, and, although his interpretation was at times somewhat unorthodox,
he succeeded in portraying Shylock as truly merciless and malevolent, and
even inspired sympathy at his eventual ruin. Emotion were particularly and
strongly represented.

Very necessary characters to support Shylock's part were Antonio, Bass-
anio, Lorenzo and Jessica, played by T. R. A. KIng, S. Parr, P. F. AInsworth
and C. J. Davies respectively, all of whom seemed to show sign o~ suffermg
at Shylock's harshness and so allowed the Situation' some credibility.

Portia, played by K. F. Dinwoodie, was also an essential character for
making Shylock's bad nature stan~ out prominently in the courtroom scene
and some success was here achieved. The speech beginning, "The quality of
mercy is not strained" on which the representation of Shylock's mercilessness
depended, was condu~ted satisfactorily and the play continued smoothly.

A most creditable performance was given by M. J. AInsworth, as Launcelot
Gobbo, whose lively imagination made his first lines seem meaningful, as
they were, and natural. . ., .,

The audience Iailinz to recogmse the Wit in Gratlano s speeches (D. A.
Hatton), owing to the c~lerity which he employed in delivering them, never-
theless accepted him as a witty character (as Shakespeare :ntended him to
be) because of his somewhat pronounced accent (somethIng Shakespeare
could never have devised and yet a useful asset 1)1 the circumstances).

In these modern times it is essential that every Shakespearian actor
should build a bridge to convey Elizabethan ideas and imagery, which he
should understand fully, to the modern audience. Every line must be Interp-
reted, as far 'as imagination will allow, into c~mprehenslble modern terms,
without deviating from the written Shakespeafl~n text. Since the audience
registered sound approval to each performance, It must be assumed that the
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members of the Dramatic Society succeeedcd in their task and therefore must
be congratulated on their achievement.

Congratulations must also go 1O Mr. Toobe on a most successful prod-
uction and to the other members of the Staff, who added their various talents
to bring about its perfection.

Mr. \'\1illiams is also to be congratulated on the choice of costumes,
which were well-fitting and, together with the musical recordings, introduced
the greatest touch of authenticity into the production.

Finally, some credit must go to the singers, S. C. Tuck and R. \Y/. Finke
and to the School Orchestra, who entertained the audience during the second
interval under the direction of Mr. D. B. Davies.

D. A. WATT, 6BM.2

THROUGH EUROPE TO THE BELGIAN SHORE
Once again the time has come for an expose of the sybaritic adventures of
the chosen thirty-eight, who each year set sail to undiscovered lands with
those dedicated pioneers, Messrs. Edge and Rogers.

This year's coach trip included a long awaited return to Paris and an
almost equally awaited return to Luxembourg, \'Ve left Mount Street amid
cheers and tears on the evening of Wednesday 1st April, and after an all night
drive, almost entirely on a motor way, arrived at Canterbury. It was here, over
a magnificent breakfast, that the new incumbent of Alfred Holt and Co.,
declared that he had little time for such wanton luxuries as bacon, eggs,
butter, marmalade and tea; this, however, was not to be taken as a complete
abnegation of all nourishment for, in a way known only to the late P. R.
Williams, the person in question greedily emptied his dish of cornflakes and
snatched all the bread and butter in sight. Such, I suppose, is to be expected
of all great men.

From cold Canterbury to colder Dover was a mere fifteen miles but once
aboard the fair "Maid of Kent", barriers came down and hovs who had nor
said a word to each other during their journey through the School now
chatted freely as if they were old friends. The Channel crossing was rough,
but all weathered it well and we were soon driving out of Boulogne in beaut-
iful' sunshine. The drive through the gay lillied fields of France and along
her poplar-lined roads to Paris was not appreciated by everyone, since there
was a night's sleep to catch up on before being cast mercilessly into the
labyrinth.

On the first night in that city, different groups explored different places:
some accepted night-spots and monuments, Pigalle, Charnps-Elysces Mont-
martre, others out-of-the-way places on the Left Bank; but for most of us it
was an early night and one by one the weary travellers trudged back to the
hotel. The next few days were spent shopping and sightseeing, with excursions
to Versailles, known locally as "Big Louis", Orly Airport, and a tour of
Paris itself, visiting the Hotel des Invalides, Notre Dame, the Eiffel Tower,
Sacre-Coeur, and the nearby Place du Tertre-the artist's square-complete
with the aroma of pommes frites in punnets, ice cream, easels and the mvriad
painters and tourists who bring the square to life. By far the most interesting
visit was, to my mind, to the Impressionists' Gallery, hidden away in a
corner of the Place de la Concorde, where all that Impressionism stands for
is contained in a few simple rooms. Anyone who was still not satisfied could
just wander along the colourful side-streets and the quais of the Seine, or
even visit one of Paris' less known but equally interesting monuments; the
Galcries Lafayette.

Night in Paris is, of course, much different from day-night people arc
very much different from day people. In Paris "young gent'emcn should he
as sad as night," which is generally what they are, whether they be the cream
of the top-hat-and-tails set or the helots of the market place bringing in
their goods for the next day's sale. For night in Paris. is the intension of all
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the long hours of day into the few hours that separate one day from another.
On our second Paris night a small group of llS visited the Place du Tertre
a eain and the Restaurant de la Boheme, so called because it was here at Sacrc-
C:oeur that the action of Puccini's opera takes place. We were joined by Mr.
and Mrs. Edge, then by Mr. Rogers and his cohorts, and finally by Mr. and
Mrs. Kay, also staying in Paris. From here we went via the Metro to Les
Hailes, the great market-piace-"Ie ventre de Paris". Here it is that one finds
restaurants caterina both for the playboys of Europe and for the stallholders
of the Hallcs the~selves. W·e stayed here for hours, eating onion soup or
oysters, serenaded by the cries of the people ou!side arguing over the quality
of their wares. If this was a foretaste of Parisian nightlife, we could not
complain. The following evening, a Saturday, six of us visited the Concert
Mayol, the poor man's Folies Bergeres (not because we were poor men, but
because we had tasted the delights of the Folies m previous years) where, we
agreed we enjoyed the funniest show we had ever seen. Later we again went
off to Les HaIles. Our fourth and last night in Paris went all too quickly->-
some went to the Opera to hear a very digestible production of "Faust",
while others visited the famous Pyramides. It was here at the Pyramides that
Mr Barrv Davidson came to the fore; after proving that he was not just a
pretty face he showed that he too was capable of great ,t~ings. As ~ell as
having his own personal retinue Mr .. Davidson IS intellectual and ~ndeed
demonstrated this facet of his personality frequently in his dealings With all
those good Americans who, as everyone knows, go to Paris when they die.

However, all good things must come to an end, and on the. Monday
morning we set off across Northern France to Luxembourg, stopping off at
Epernay to call at the Champagne firm of Mercier. Here we wer,e. given a
conducted tour of the very extensive cellars, and a glass .of derni-sec for
refreshment.

From the sprawling plains and war cemeteries of North-East France, we
coasted down into the beautiful wooded valleys of the Grand Duchy, through
Luxembourg city, past the Radio Station, to the village Aof Echtemach.
Situated on the German border .on a loop in the River Sure, Echtema~h
provides easy access to Germany Itself and to the regton known as La Petite
Suisse, with its waterfalls, caves and frea~ rock formations ; indeed, as sub-
sequent exploration showed, Luxembourg s Little SWitzerland IS the Ideal
setting for anyone. of a thousand fairy tales. . . .

To us, however, Echtemach meant earlier nights, a sharp deceleration 111
the speed of events, and a more personal and friendly atmosphere than had
been possible in Paris. Our rnormngs were spent browsing III the a~tJque shops
that abound in the narrow cobbled streets or lounging on the ten aces of the
Germanic bars, whilst in the afternoons we toured the area, visrtrng places of
general interest such as Beaufort, Vianden ~nd Tner. Beaufort has a fine
mediaeval chateau and some fine mediaeval Iiqueurs, and we. were fortunate
enough to witness a rather unusual knighting ceremony which tak~s place
annually inside the chateau. We were also very surpnsed to see the sl~nature
of a certain Albert Fish, the renowned, phJlanth.roplst, 111 the VISitors book.
Vianden boasts a "formidable" marnor feodal dating back to the nlI;th century
and accessible by cable car, a folklore museum,. the. house where Victor Hugo
spent his exile, and some unique road signs. Tner, in Germany, acknowledged
as beinz the country's "schonste Stadt", has in Its centre the great Black Gate,
a R{1m~n triumphal arch, and a Rornanesque Cathedral where, It IS alleged,
t he Robe of Christ is kept. Regretfully Mr. DaVidson could not come. Wlt~ us
on this occasion as he felt that his reputation as a gourmet might be impaired
if he was seen tucking into \'Vurst. .

Our stav in Echtemach was soon over, however, and we pus~ed north 111to
Belgium, Vi:l Brussels, to Ostend. Before entering Brussels we VISlt~? Waterlo?,
on whose ensanguined plum full many a gallant man was slam. Byro,n s
crowning carnage, Tennyson's world earthquake, the bat~lc won ~n the playm~
fields of Eton, \Vaterloo IS the proud possessor of a cinema where the film
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goer can see a twenty-minute blood-and-thunder reproduction of the battle,
a large circular building called the Panorama, a museum or two or three, and
a congJomoration of those old faithfuls, the monuments. Brussels offered us
the Manneken-Pis, which we rejected, and the Atomium, a reminder of the
Brussels World Fair of 1958. Our stay on the Continent ended with a night
m Ostend, the Gateway to the Benelux countries and the home of hospitality.

The next day we set foot on Engiish soil once again and drove out of
Dover weary but contented. N, fine English meal awaited us in Canterbury,
followed by an evening at the cinema for some, and then an overnight drive
back to Liverpool.

A book could be. written on the impressions obtained during the holiday
by different boys. Some will remember Mr. R's nocturnal wanderlust; for
others ashtrays, Messrs. Evans, Evans, and Evans and driver Peter's prerog-
ative cry, "pour Ie chauffeur" will have some meaning. Mr. McKabb will no
doubt remember for a long time to come that cry of anguish "ich hab' einen
Freund!" while Mr. McGowan, last seen walking down Canterbury High
Street muttering "nine francs, nine francs" will remember with cool satisfaction
the day he saved a fellow Englishman from an oncoming train.

Our thanks for a truly unforgettable holiday go to Mr. Edge for his very
careful and successful organisation; to Mr. Rogers for his economic dexterity
and his guidance; to Mrs. Edge for her charm; and to all people taking part
in this story. Mr. Edge moves on this month to richer pastures and we wish
him the very best of luck in his future career; at the same time we hope that
Mr. Rogers will do his utmost to ensure that these memorable holidays
continue J. E. HARROCKS

j
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WILLIAM TELL AND ALL THAT ...
March 31 st saw forty-three boys and three masters waiting expectantly at
Lime Street Station to begin a journey which would take them from the
hubbub of Mersey Beat to the more soothing sounds of tinkling cowbells and
yodels-Switzerland. After a train journey taking us through London, where
we had a hurried lunch, the party reached Folkestone from where we sailed
on the "Maid of Orleans" to Calais. An overnight train journey through
Flanders, Lorraine and Alsace, the great ·industrial areas of France, brought
IUS to Basleancf then on towards Brunnen, our goal, which was reached on
the Wednesday morning.

Brunnen ringed by snow-clad Alps, is superbly situated at the bend in
Lake Lucerne between the Gersau reach and the Bay of Uri. It is a major
stage on the St. Gotthard route, and is an important part of the "\'\Tilliam
TeH" canton. Above the deep rocky trough of the Bay of Uri towers the
Urirostock, and behind the Gersau reach is Pilatus.

A short walk took the patty from Brunnen station to the Hotel Eden, a
modern hotel overlooking the lake, where the party was to spend the holiday.
After unpacking, the boys were quick to explore the town but unfortunately
low cloud obscured the surrounding features.

Refreshed by a good nights sleep, the parry spent Thursday morning in
Brunnen. After lunch, the party boarded the "Reuss",a small lake steamer,
heading for Tellskapelle from where we wereto ~valk to Fluelen. Tellska pelle
is a small chapel which marks the place where \X illiam Tell was said to have
landed on escaping from Gessler. En route to Tellska pelle the Schiller stein
was passed, a pinacle of rock which !Jas been ad~lpted into a memorial to
Schiller, who immortalised Tell With 111S many stones. .

The walk from Tcllskapelle took the party along the Axenstrasse, which
was constructed to run above the steep east bank of the fjord-like Bay of Uri,
the scene of Tell saga. It is supported by walls, or runs through numerous
tunnels and galleries blasted out of the rock. On reaching Fluelen, the .more
energetic members of the party continued ~o Altdorf, where a statue of \>v'llham
Tell can he seen. It is on the site of this statue that Tell was supposed to

have shot the apple ort his son's bead.
On Friday afternoon, the lake steamer "Titlis" took us to Vitznau, from

where we walked along the lakeside road to Gcrsau. The remainder of the
journey back to Brunnen was by steamer.

The following day, the party was taken hy coach over the Briinig Pass to
Interlaken, via Lucerne and Brienz. On the way we saw the remains of a
church, the nave of which had been swept into the lake below, by a landslide,
leaving only the tower standing. Unfortunately much of the panoramic view
of the Bernese Oberland was blotted out by low cloud.

The views that were seen, however, including the lower slopes of the
Jungfrau, did not seem to have any 'effect on one small member of the party,
who on arrival back! in Brunnen inquired as to where the "Football Echo"
could be bought.

On Sunday afternoon, a visit was made to Stoos, which is at an altitude
of 4,300 feet, and from where a number of ski-lifts operate. The party arrived
at Stoos via bus and funicula. The latter, with gradients of up to 77 in 100,
more resembled a lift than a railway.

Unfortunately, thick mist at Stoos prevented us from seeing a wonderful
view of the winter sports activities on the snow-laden slopes.

On Mondav a day visit to Lucerne was scheduled. Two places of interest
were the Glacier Garden and the Transport Museum, and these proved well
worth the visit The former contains remarkable evidence of the Glacial
Period, and the' effect it had on the region. The Transport Museum had a
collection of all means of travel; trains, cars, stage-coaches etc., supplemented
bv numerous models. Also of special interest in Lucerne was the Kappelbrucke,
a wooden bridge dating from 1333, which crosses the River Reuss.

On the last full day in Switzerland, a journey to Zurich and Schaffhausen
was undertaken bv coach. On the way to Schaffhausen a detour was made to
Einsiedeln, second only to Lourdes as a place of pilgrimage. At Schaffhausen
the centre of interest was naturally the Rhine Falls, the greatest falls in
Central Europe. Continuing to Zurich via a short journey in Germany, the
party next stopped at Zurich Airport, the mam international airport of
Switzerland.

Wednesday morning and afternoon were taken up with packing and last
minute buying of presents. A few hours before our deI:arture the clouds
drifted away, leaving a glorious panorama of the surrounding Alps. A!te:r an
uneventful journey home via Basle, Calais and London the party arrived m
Liverpool on the evening of Thursday, April 9th.

On behalf of all the boys, we should like to thank Mr. Parker, Mr.
Sweeney, and particularly Mr. Bowen, for their organisation and T guidance
throughout a most memorable holiday. A. V. FELL, C. J. SANDERS

CONSUMER REPORT ON HESSEN
The onlv wav to understand the particular idiosyncrasies of a nation and to
learn the language is to live there, and in accordance with that w;l!-worn
adage of the modern language department,. two of the prefectorial chte. so-
journed for a month in Germany at Easter, m the hope of promoting relations
between German and English youth. How can a coherent account of a. month's
activities be rendered? The problem can best be tackled by providing af!
account only of those subjects which should be near and dear to a scholar s
heart. . . .. f

\'\Te were situated in two separate agricultural villa~es in the V~ClI1lty0
Gross-Gerau in the province of Hessen on the rich agricultural' plain of the
Rhine. Frankfurt-am-Main lay to the north, Mainz to the west, Darrnstadt and
Mannheim to the south, and the romantic village of Burrclbom wa~ situated
in the north-cast. Thouch making excursions was not the primary aim of the
trip-indeed the general idea was that one should "live in", m~king observ-
ations and absorbing the local colour-we did venture out 'with a Iimitcd
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measure of success. We visited Rothenburg-ob-der-Tauber a mediaeval fortress
town so beautiful that the American troops invadinz G;rmanv in 1945 were
forbidden to attack it. After a journey which took us"through the breathtaking
Odenwald via Lindenbels and Michelstacht along the ironically named "Rom-
antische Strasse", we could truly say that we had seen one of the most
beautiful pieces of German natural scenery. Equally beautiful was the valley
of the Rhine, which, with its parallel lines of precipitous cliffs and an
abundantly picturesque collection of castles and mediaeval villages popularised
by "Dracula", presents the popular tourist image of Germany. This is a
famous wine-producing area, the centre being Rudesheim: Sekt, a sparkling
German Wine, is produced at Wiesbaden. This wine tastes exactly like champ-
agne and has a similar effect; indeed we discovered that the Henkel Gekt
cellars were a replica of the Meet and Chandon Champagne cellars in Epernay
which we had visited the previous year. The wine cannot be described as
Champagne, simply because of the existing French copyright, although this
was of little consequence since it had no detrimental effect on the quality of
the wine.

A few facets of German life struck us as being most significant. Of
primary interest to us were the schools, since we were on something of a
"busman's ho.liday"-part of each week-day was to be devoted to study in the
local Gymnasium. In Germany school commences at 7.30 a.m. but this has
its compensations for the afternoon is free; there is also school on Saturdays.
Schools are mixed and there are no stipulations regarding official uniform.
Much to our horror, the older pupils of the school, i.e. the equivalent of our
sixth-formers were allowed the dubious privelege of smoking during school-
time and even during lessons. The German school-system is rather similar to
.the infamous and much-maligned comprehensive scheme and is, moreover,
highly su.ccessfuland intelligibly arranged. There are, however, three distinct
types of school-the commercial school, the Realschule, the equivalent of the
British secondary-modern, and the Gymnasium, the equivalent of the grammar-
school. One enters the Gymnasium at 10 years of age: the former entrance-
examination has been abolished, and the emphasis is on a wider education than
in England. Though the pupil may later seek, to specialise in languages, he
must also receive a full' scientific education; there is also an emphasis on sport,
particularly on gymnastics. The Realschule serves in the system as a deterrent.
If the pupil gains an unsatisfactory report, he is forced to take all his subjects
again; if he fails to be promoted for two c~nsecutive years he. is ejected to
the Volksschole, though he may return If his work shows an Improvement.
We found that the standard of German education was generally high-the
pupils in particular showed an eagerness to work which contrasts sharply with
the apathy of the British-but the emphasis was on general ability, for we
found little indication in the classes of individual brilliance.

Though it is always dangerous to dra~ generalisations or expound foolishly
on the mythical "National Image", we discovered that the zealous attitude of
the pupils in the Gymnasium was typical of the Germans in general. \'Vest
Germany is the most affluent country of Europe, Simply beca~se the people
are prepared to work for their comforts-one of our host faI.l1llies had. four
separate means of income, each of which would have been sufficient t? maintam
a household. Cars, television, refrigerators were even in the possession of th~
so-called "peasant farmers" of the villages. Moreover, there were no signs 01'
poverty to present a contrasting picture. The Germans are also very serious-
minded race. Middle-class discussions revolve around Adcnauer and Erhard
rather than family illnesses, and one must also take into account the nationa!
pride in, and inherent love of, music, particularly opera .. A mediocre perfor-
mance by a provincial company m. Darmstadt of a traditional German opera
"Zar und Zimmerman", was sufficient to pack to the point .of over-crowding
an improvised theatre. German television also places emphasis on the cultural
elements rather than light cnrertainmcnt-e-the occasional showing of a dubbed
"77 Sunset Strip" film appeared to be an event of national Importance.

II
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One is constantly aware of the war, in Germany, and though space docs

not permit an account of the German attitude toward the Allies, it is sufficient
to say that feelings of bitterness still exist over the senseless annihilation of
Leipzig and Dresden, the alleged atrocities committed by the Allies during
rhe invasion, and the subsequent division of Germany. Yet it seems as if
Germany won the war by losing it. It was indeed the massive re-building
programme which made the greatest impression on us; Darmstadt, for example,
is a completely new city with parks, blocks of luxury fiats and broad Holly-
wood-style boulevards. ~or are the cultural traditions of Germany neglected
in the programme of modernisation; Frankfurt for example, a city far more
exciting with its infamous Kaiser-strasse than Liverpool, presents with its
massive new civic theatre a combination of the old and the new. This was
Germany as we saw it, but one final question raises itself at this point. If
Germany can find money to rebuild whole cities, to construct new Autobahnen,
and yet can spare time to cater for the cultural edification of the people, what,
one asks has the British Government and the local council in particular been
doing in the last decade) 1. L.

COLOMENDY
Last year I spent a fortnight of the summer holidays at the Colomendy Camp,
in North Wales. There were approximately one hundred children from
Cologne, and one hundred children from Liverpool in the junior section of
this' international camp.

The camp is situated near the River Alyn, on the Mold-Ruthin road, near
Loggerheads, and a bus service Tuns along this road, enabling one to visit
Mold or any place in the Clwyd valley .

The camp, in which all the buildings are wooden, consists of an assembly-
hall, a dining-hall, a sick bay, a games room, a library and five dormitories,
each dormitory containing two-tier bunks.

At the outset, each boy is allotted a two-tier bunk to share with a foreign
boy.

Those attending the camp aTe divided into six groups for rambles around
the countryside of that area. There are coach trips to Chester, Snowdon and
either Llangollen or Rhyl One may also visit Coventry or Stratford-upon-
Avon for an additional charge. There are also various other activities such
as sports and films.

On one dav of the holiday, everyone attending the camp visits Liverpool,
and in the morning an effort is made to show the German boys and girls
something of the city. In the afternoon it is usual for the English children to
take their companions to their homes. J. M. AKED (3A)

A CLIMBING WEEKEND
As we stood on the \'Voodside Ferry, one Friday evening, at 6.00, we could
feel the surreptitious glances cast M us by the home-going office workers. The
distinctive trousers fastened below the knee and other outlandish climbing
garments showed we were not two of them but some of those hardy chaps
who find difficult wavs up hills.

We reached our objective, Ogwen, five hours later, by hitching along the
North \'Vales coast. \'Ve stayed the night in a barn, which we had great
difficulty in finding, but once inside we revived ourselves with a cup of. coffee
and a strum on our guitar. While we were brewing up, we chatted With the
other two occupants and found we had met them before .at Helsby. Crags We
rolled our sleeping bags out on the straw, played the gurtar and discussed the
prospects for the next day. It was 3.00 before we finally entered the land of
• ad, and by this time there were several other arrivals at various mtervals-
two climbers from Birmingham being the last, at 3.00. .

The rain woke us at 6.30 the next morrung. We prepared breakfast
immediately, much to the disgust of the others, who obviously disapproved of
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these "Alpine stat-ts". Our appetites. satisfied with porridge, beans and bacon,
we Ieft the barn at 8.00 and walked into Cyrn Idwal to Idwal Slabs, Ii: was
raining steadily as we arrived at the slabs and there we're two other people
already there with whom we chatted. It turned out that they had not climbed
before and wished to try an easy route, so we led them up the 'ordinary
route', a grade two climb, We afterwards regretted this, for it took three
hours to complete a 500ft climb, as they were extremely slow and they found
the: way down quite difficult. With the thanks of our pupils ringing in our
ears, we started up 'Hope', the best route on the slabs, which by this time
looked like a waterfall. After completing this route, we had a bar of chocolate,
then walked back along the path to a crag known as Clogwyn y Bustack.
Here we climbed three slab routes in the afternoon, but, although the rain
had stopped earlier, the rocks here were very wet and unpleasant, so we
called it a day. At 4,00, we were back in tho barn and had a four course
meal of soup, curried beef, rice pudding and coffee, and changed our soaking
clothes. At six o'clock, we hitched into Bethesda, three miles away, for a
night in the town.

We arrived back at the barn at midnight to find a dozen Rover Scouts
from London, asleep. After the initial annoyance at being woken up, the
scouts joined us in some entertainment-their strong voices provided a good
backing for our guitar. It was three o'clock again before we settled down,
leaving us only a few hours welcome rest.

Next morning, we packed our kit quickly in the sunshine, but, as we left
the barn, it began! to rain. We walked the half mile to the milestone under
Tryfan and ascended to a rock outcrop above it. There is a route on this crag
called Easter Ridge, which we consjjer one of the best in North Wales,
although only grade three. The conditions were now atrocious, and as we
completed the route we saw a stretcher party descending from the, Milestone
Buttress of Tryfan on our left-the injury sustained was a broken rib as we
found out later. The weather showed no signs of improving: we voted for a
return home as it was already 2.00, We collected our rucksacks from the barn
and started the long trek home at 3.00, arriving at Birkenhead at five. At
seven we were still there. At last, we were offered a lift to Ullet Road, and
caught a bus for home, where we were greeted with the comment, "Well at
least the weather stayed nice for you", N.J.A,R.H.S,R.

.~I:
"1
i

MARINE BIOLOGICAL EXPEDITION
Our predecessors of the Upper Sixth told us that our stay in the Isle-of-Man
would be 'a test of endurance, which only the roughest would survive, for we
would spend most of our lime clinging to greasy rocks and groping into
sinister pools. It was therefore with some trepidation that a party of Lower
Sixth boys set out for Castletown in the Isle-of-Man, Our fears, however,
were unfounded as we had a most enjoyable working holiday.

We stayed in King William College, which is ideally situated, for by
bicycle we were able to reach a great variety of habitats and so compare the
different forms of life in rocky bays, mud fiats and sandy shores. Most of the
mornings were spent on the beaches, while in the afternoons we identified and
drew our finds. Our collection of seaweeds and animals grew steadily and our
only disappointment was that we were unable to add a conger eel, for after a
marathon hunt in a rock pool, we eventually captured what we thought was
a two feet conger and returned victoriously to the College. However .. after
much debate, it proved to be only a large common eel.

On the last morning, we had a very interesting visit to the Marine Bic-
'logical Station at Port Erin, where we heard an informative lecture on the
rearing of plaice coupled with a behind-the-scenes tour of the station.

Finally, I am sure that all of us would like to thank Mr. Walker and
Mr. Wilson for their patient help and encouragement which has whetted our
appetites for further work in this field. G. K. DUCKETT (6 RSC)
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ASSOCIA TION FOOTBALL
The 1st XI suffered what proved to be an irreparable set-back before the
season even started. Four of the best and most experienced players from last
year's unsuccessful yet promising team left the School when they were fully
expected to stay. The necessary replacements were not to be found and the
1st XI recorded the worst results for a long time. The weather was good
throughout the season and this enabled the completion of twenty one games,
of which one was won and four drawn, with twenty-six goals scored against
sixty-eight conceded.

After defeats by Hillfoot Hey and the Holt, the School held strong sides
from S.F.X. and Bolton School to 3-2, and an improvement seemed to be
developing. The following week, ,the Quarry 1st XI won 2-1, but hopes were
raised again in the next two weeks following a 3-0 win against King's School,
Chester, and a 2-2 draw with the Liobians. However, the rest of the autumn
term produced a dernoralising run of defeats.

A narrow defeat by three goals to two against Hillfoot Hey, and an
encouraging recovery from a 3-1 deficit to 3-3, against the Holt, augured well
for the second half of the season. The next week, however, the eventual
Senior Shield winners, Prescot Grammar School, gained a complete victory
by seven goals to nil.

In the first round of the Senior Shield against Hillfoot Hey, the School
team led 1-0, having missed a number of scoring opportunities, until the last
five minutes when Hillfoot equa:·ised. In the replay, Billfoot Hey had improved
and won 4- L The rest of the season resulted in a number of heavy defeats
interrupted by a 1-1 draw with the Bluecoat School.

The two most enjoyable, and incidentally most successful, matches of the
season were the staff matches. The first at the beginning of the season, prod-
uced a victory for the School by seven goals to two: the School team also won
the second match by 8-1. This match was refereed by Mr. \V. F. Edge who,
after many years of running the School VIS XI, sustained a lasting interest
in the School teams, His departure from the School will be a sad loss.

The Second and Third elevens were both successful in the first half of the
season but both teams faded in the spring term. The success of the Third
eleven'in the past few vears has been enhanced by the enthusiasm of their
captain, \'V. Kenwright, who has also done valuable service as football
secretarv.

After a poor start, the VI5 team enjoyed a run of six wins and hopes
were high for their success in the Junior Sheild. Unfortunately, they were
drawn awav to the eventual Shield winners, De La Salle, and lost 4-2. There
are a number of players in this team who should be challenging for first team
places next season, .

The three junior teams were the most successful, particularly the UI2
team, It is hoped that these teams will progress still further. during the
following seasons, There was also one new venture in the seruor footbalL
During the spring term, a seven-a-side competition was organised for the
Sixth Forms on a knock-out basis, This was excellently supported and hotly
contested by the forms, who produced some good football. In the final, 6BSc
beat 6AMI, 1-0. The success of the competition justifies its continuation
next year. . .

The poor results of the senior teams were most disheartening to the ,masters
running these teams, and our thanks arc due to them for persevering and
giving up much of their own time to the teams. J. S. BRAD BROOK

At the end of this term two hays are leaving who have been of great assistance
to School Association Football. \'\1, Kcnwright has been secretary for three
years, and has d011e a difficult joh most efficiently. He has also ca ptained the
third eleven.
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J. S. Bradbrook has been captain of School football for two successive
years, and his good influence has been fdt during these two years and during
the whole of his football career. It is a pleasure to see the good behaviour and
good appearance of our players on the field, upon which he has always
insisted.

I have had occasion to look after rhe under twelve team in the last year,
and it is just as apparent in this enthusiastic and very successful team.
This includes the reserves, who rarely had a game, but: never failed to turn
up and take the line. Special mention in this respect should be made of Pollard
of ID, Jones: of IF and Scattergood of 3D. And, last but not least, the two
boys, Cross and Sharpe, of 3D, who did such good work each Saturday
coping with the refreshments. This type of public spirit is of great credit
to the School. L.M:.

RUGBY FOOTBALL
This season has been the most successful for the Senior Rugby XV since the
sport was restarted in the School six years ago. As the record shows the team
achieved 10 victories out of 21 games, with one match drawn 'and more
points scored than conceded. For the first time it was possible to field a
regular strong team with experienced reserves, and the players gained in
confidence, team-work and skill as the season wore on.

Before December, the team had a lean spell of 11 matches with onlv 2
victories, the successes being against Cardinal Allen and a St. Edwards XV.
It was obvious that enthusiasm and ability were present, but the players
lacked confidence, having had' to face strong opposition at the beginning of
the season, and having been. unlucky to lose one or two matches, particularly
against Ormskirk, when the team led by 3 points until 10 minutes before the
end of the game, but Ormskirk scored twice aud won by 6 points to 3.

At Quarry Bank, however, the forward formation was completely changed
and strengthened. The result was a revelation of the team's true capabilities
and a victory of 11 points to 3, reversing an earlier result against Quarry,
did not reflect the side's true superiority. After this success, the team never
looked back and finished the season with only one defeat out of 9 games.
There were notable victories against Holt, 21-5, against Wellington,-20-3,
and against the Old Boys, 11-5.

The finaf game of the season, against Maghull, was the team's hardest
and most enjoyable. Af.ter taking a 5 point lead, the side's captain was injured,
and could not continue; despite this handicap, the team held out well, the
result being a 5-5 draw.

The senior team was chosen from the following 18 players-s-Mc'Naughron,
Rees, Pine, Kay, Worthington, Martinez (captain), Goodfellow, Morris,
McNabb, Henson, Chambers, Shaw, Rawlinson, Elsworthy (vice-captain),
McGeorge and Roby.

The senior XV's record was as fo'!!ows-

Played

21

Won Drawn Lost Pts for Pts against

10 10 163 161

Unfortunately, most of the junior XV's fixtures had to be cancelled, as
there was only one master to manage two teams. A notable success was
achieved, however, when a strong under 16 side scored a runaway 22-0
victory over Hillfoot Hey There were only two other games played by the
Junior XV, when they were defeated twice by Maghull.

A scratch second XV was fielded as an experiment and was only narrowly
defeated by John Hamilton School. If there arc (Dough players available
next season, It IS hoped that more fixtures for a seconcl team might be
arranged.
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We should be glad to see more players of all ages taking up th~ game
next season. Unfortunately Mr. R. K. Davies will not be here after this term,
leaving a gap which will be difficult to fill, We are deeply indebted to Mr.
Davies for giving up his valuable time to coach and manage both senior and
junior players.

. W. McNAUGHTON

CROSS-COUNTRY
The last issue of the Magazine described the activities of the teams up to the
beginning of November. During the rest of the season. all four teams won
more races than thev lost, the Under 14 team being most successful.

In the \Vaterloo CUR Races, the seniors were 5th out of 15 teams, the
Unde~' 16 team was 11th ·out of 30, and the Under 14 team 6th out of 39.

All teams ran in Road Relay Races at various times. The Under 12 team
was 17th out of 24 teams at Wavertree, the Under 14 team 4th of 6 at
Caldav the Under 16 team 4th of 8 at Sandfield Park, and, in our own
Senio; 'Relay Race at Mersey Road, our 'A' team was 4th of 11 teams. J. K.
Thomas, although an Under 15, ran for this team and did very well to break
11 minutes. . .

All the teams competed in the Northern Schools Championships a.t Lyme
Park Dislev The Under 14 team is to be congratulated on finishing ~th
out ~f 96 teams. The best individual achievement was that of D. D. Smith,
who was 20th in the Under 14 race.

At the end of the Christmas term, the School defeated a strong Old Boys
team. The result might have been different had two Old ~OyS who were
content to watch elected to run. B. Jones broke the Old Boys record WIth a
time of 20 minutes 31 seconds.

After winning their places in trial races, L.. E. Edwards and J. c. Cooper
represented Liverpool in the Lancashire Senior Championship, and J. K.
Thomas in the Junior. Thomas, although a year young, was the first LIverpool
runner to finish, in 9th position.

lC continued to supply almost all the members of the Under 12 team,
and, on one occasion, beat a team drawn. from all the other first forms. At
the end of the season they also won the ~ower School Form Race for which
13 teams entered. 3SC were 2 points behind them III second place.

In the House Race, J. c. Cooper was the Senior ChamplOn,.J. K. Thomas
won the Under 16 Race, and D. D. Smith the Under 14. Philip Holt House
won the House Championship for the third year in succession, and by a
record margin. .

In conclusion 1 would like to pay tnbute to L. E. Edwards who has
proved an excellent Captain, and also to thank Mr. Poad for the help he was

given. D.W.R.

SWIMMING
This year, Easter fell on an earlier date than usual, and, in consequence, the
School swimming team had not participated III any fixtures prior to the
summer term. '.. .

The start of this term brought once agarn the annual fix;ture against
\X!allasev Grammar School. Despite fervent trammg by the, majorrty of the
team, tl;c School suffered a defeat at the hands of a strong Wallasey t<:am.

Fixtures are to be held against several other schools III Lancashire and
Cheshire during the rest of the term and It IS hoped that all the teams Will

be successful. .' . I lar : h . nThe life-saving classes are growing increasmg y. popu ar ; eac . year a
average of thirty boys qualify through the Royal Life. Saving Society. Thl~
School now possesses five junior instructors who are III complete charge 0 a
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The House competition was won by Cochran. They beat Hughes 18-10
In a fast hard game.

Our sincere thanks to Mr. A. L. Goodall for his support and encourage-
ment
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the courses.
\V/e should like to offer our sincere thanks to Messrs Clarke and Hunt for

their devotion to the Swimming Club. .
This year the School swimming sports will be held at Picton Road baths,

on Tuesday 14th July.
A. M. PETERSS. ELS\,'ORTIlY

GYMNASTIC CLUB HOCKEY

Members who have attended the Gym Club regularly have shown great
enthusiasm and have, no doubt, received much benefit and enjoyment from
their achievements. During this term, under Me. Goodall's able supervision,
a suitable standard of performance has been achieved in training for the Sports
D.ay programme by having a meeting in the .Monday dinner-hour, besides
the regular Wednesday evening meeting. This training often proves difficult
later in the term, as the gym is in use for examinations, but this is partially
overcome by using the trampoline in the covered yard.

New members will be welcomed, as the Club is somewhat underpopulated,
and any boy wishing to join should come along on \V/ednesday evening, at
4.00 p.m., to the gym.

The Junior Gym Club has been most successful this year, and has received
a good attendance. Me. Clark's expert guidance, and a genuine show of
enthusiasm by the members, have produced a high standard of ability in the
club.

Thanks are due to Mr. Goodall, who supervises the Senior Gym Club,
and to Mr. Clark, who supervises the Junior Gym Club during the Tuesday
and Thursday dinner-hours.

The 1st XI had a season of both promise and disappointment. At times the
team worked very well together, but there was also a run of games when
nothing went right.

It was a team of ability, both at individual level and as a connected
organised team. There was, however, one vital defect-the inability to translate
territorial advantage into goals. So often free movements would fizzle out
at the circle. It was as though no forward would take the final responsibility
of shooting for goal. There were several draws as a result of this, especially
in the first team, and even defeats when the team played excellently but
failed to score.

Some experiments were made in team selection, with the result that it was
some time before a settled team was found.

On the whole the result was about average:-
P W D L F A

20 7 5 8 33 41
As usual the team did badly against schools with playing fields attached to
the SCho'ol. There were some good results, with victories against Liverpool
Collegiate, Southport H.C., Bolton G.S., Wade Deacon G.S., and Flint H.C.,
and, as mentioned above, many goalless draws, agamst West Derby H.C.,
Blackpool B.S .. John Sumners H.C., and Southport H.C.

From the {st XI, P. J. Taggart, L Thomas and S Pan were selected for
the Lancashire Schoolboys Trials.

The 2nd XI had a fairly good season after a rather bad start, largely
due to a welcome influx of sixth formers. Any boys who feel they would like
to take up the game late in the School are welcome to come to practices at
the beginning of the autumn term or in the summer holidays. Only With the
help of these boys can we hope to keep on dub games and compete With
schools which start hockey in the Sixth Form. .

The Colts XI, though it played only a few games, had one of Its most
successful seasons for some years. This promises well for the future,. and
we were particularly' pleased to be able to ca·l! on a number of enthusiastic
second formers, many of whom played well. .

\V/e would like to thank Me. Parr for his constant support m all weathers,
and Messrs. Hollis, Treeby and Gavin for their organisation and umpmng of
our matches.

D. A. WATT

BASKETBALL
Fixtures began with a match against the North Eastern Technical College, in
October. As was to happen in many of our subsequent matches in the first
term of the season, our opponents established a convincing lead in the Erst
half. The School reduced this lead in the second half only to lose by the
narrow margin of 36 pts. to 34. This match was followed by a match with a
very fine Quarry Bank team, in which the School was soundly beaten 40-28.
Then ensued a high scoring match against the Collegiate. Again, the School
team recovered from a difficult situation, and forced a draw, 58-58. The
School then met another excellent side, Rivcrsdale Technical College, and
Iost 54-34. This enjoyable' match was followed by the School's first victory,
gained at the expense of Hillfoot Hey. It was a close, rather crude match,
won by 32 pts to 26. The next two matches were against C. F. Mort TraJDlJ1g
College, both played in the School's gymnasium. Four School Old Boys
played in their side, and, justifiably both! matches were extremely close, the
College winning the first 40-38, the School wmrnng the second 34-33.

The second of these two matches was the first of the second term, and also
the first of a long run of victories for the School. The North Eastern
Technical College, Bluecoat, Collegiate, West Derby High School, and Dc
La Salle were all well beaten by the School. Alsop ended this run m what
was perhaps the most exciting match of the season. They beat us 48-47. A
return match was arranged, which Alsop won by 36 points to 34. .

A few members of the team attempted to gain a place m the city team,
hut unfortunately failed. However, the existence of this siTde.was soon term-
inated as a result of its defeat by Sunderland in the ~atlcmal Knock-out
Competition. . .

Full colours were gamed for the first tunc by A. i\1.. Peters, and half
colours by J. c. Cooper, N. A. H. Robertson, L J. Spain and by G. J. Huston.
R. N. Parsons, F. W. Grove and D. \XTard completed the usual School team.

A. J. HYNES

C.C.F. ARMY SECTION
Soon after October camp, as a' sequel to an earlier exercise, members of the
N.C.O.'s Cadre Platoon led sections of cadets from "A" Company platoons
on a niaht map-reading exercise in the \v/irral. . .

Eve;v year a hitch-hiking trip is arranged for the period between Christ-
mas and-~cw Year for members of the N.C.O's Cadre Platoon. These.t.nps
a lwavs arou sc enthusiasm among junior N.C.O.'s and the most. ambitious
trip ever was planned for December 27th-30th, 196.3. Initially, five groups
were to leave Liverpool for Burton-on- Trent on the first day and then. make
for Cambridge bv pre-arranged routes on the following day. Regrettably,
howe~'cr, one -grou'p failed to start the C()l11~S,C owing to Illness, and consequently
the exercise was held up at J3urton-on-l rent for a day while contact was
made with the missing cadets. As a resul~ of this delay, the groups chose
Bilksclon in Leicestcrshire as their next objective. The last day was left for
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the groups to reach Liverpool by any desired route.
During the February half-term, a group of senior N.C.O.'s, under the

supervision of Zndz'Lt R. K. Davies, made a rock-climbing trip to Ogwen
Cottage where, In the three days spent in the area, they successfully tackled
the Glydwrs, the Snowdon Horse-shoe, and T'ryfan, on all occasions with
the added hazard of ice-and-snow-covered rocks. A similar trip was held at
Easter, after the Annual' Camp, but on this occasion only members of the
Adventure Training Platoon took part.

An additional field-day was held on 11th March and, as a change from
the usual military field-training, a programme was compiled to cover all
Proficiency Certificate map-reading requirements. The day was spent following
different routes, many of them along narrow roads and tracks in the hills
between the Dee and Ceiriog Valleys, south of Llangollen.

During the early part of the Easter vacation, three cadets attended Ord-
nance courses. Cadets Burdett and Walsh were awarded places on a small-
arms course at C.A.D. Kineton, and Cadet Graham attended a vehicle-
maintenance course at C.U.D. Marchington.

Camp was again held at 80 W.E.T.C. Altcar, during the Easter vacation,
and was attended by 40 cadets and N.C.O.'s from both "A" and "B"
Companies. The training programme was a very full one. On the first after-
noon, "A" Company and the N.C.O.'s Cadre Platoon gave a demonstration
of Drill to "B" Company, before being put through their paces on the assault-
course. "B" Company then continued to practise what they had learnt before
watching teams of "A" Company cadets in full battle-order competing an the
assault-course.

On the morning of the second day, Tuesday, "A" Company cadets were
mtroduced to sectiori-leadmg in the field, while, at Battery Cottage, the junior
N.C.O.'s acted as an alien force an which "B" Company could advance.

Wednesday morning saw the execution of a very successful flanking attack
by "B" Company on Larch Tree Ridge, defended by "A" Company. In the
afternoon "B" Company tackled the assault-course while "A" Company and
the N.C.O.'s Cadre Platoon were instructed in light machine gun stripping
and firing procedure.

The following day, a full length evasion exercise was staged in the area
between Hightown and Sefton. Mabilised security troops patrolled the area,
preventing groups of cadets from reaching their destination, Sefton Church.
On the last day of camp a similar evasion exercise was held within the camp
bounds, after a morning on the .303 ranges when eight cadets and N.C.O.'s
reached the classification standard of marksman. The final item of the camp
programme was a night exercise between camp and Battery Cottage, ending
the camp on a very encouraging note, with all ranks in very high spirits.

The annual War Office Inspection was held on Friday 8th May and was
led by Brigadier A. D. R. G. Wilson, M.B.E. The contingent paraded in the
lower-yard for the General Salute, which was followed by the inspection of
L.I.C.C.F. stores and equipment. The training of the cadets was the next
branch of Corps activities to' come under inspection and various demonstrations
were arranged. After the final address, in which he congratulated the contin-
gent on its smartness and efficiency, the inspecting .officer presented the. Lt./
Col. Harvey-Gibson Cha'llenge Cup for the wmning platoon in the inter-
platoon .22 Shooting Competition to S/Sgt. Robertson, platoon commander
of the N.C.O.'s Cadre Platoon. The Capt. \lVhccler Memorial Cup far the
best individual .22 marksman in the Corps went to C.S.M. Elsworthy with
76 points out of a possible 80 points. . .

It only remains for me to cxnress thanks on behalf of the entire contingent
to the C.C.F Officers and Mr. Buchanan, the storeman, for the hard work they
put in to keep the Corps the efficient unit it is.

A. J ANDERSON. RS.M.

. i
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C.C.F. R.A.F. SECTION
Since the last issue of the Magazine the dinner-hour lecture programme has
continued so that cadets will be able to take the ordinary proficiency and
advanced examinations in July. In addition to this, new cadets have been
learning drill during corps period every week.

Field dav was held on the 11th of March, when the younger cadets went
on a field exercise in North Wales. The rest flew in Chipmunks at Woadvale,
where Cdt. Lowe accidentally tested his parachute.

An interesting camp was held during the Easter holiday at R.A.F. Hullar-
ington, when everyone enjoyed several hours flying in Valetta and Varsity
navigational trainers.

Cdt. Lowe and Sgt. Cherry have been selected for a Star Camp at R.A.F.
South Cerney during the slimmer holidays.

The N.C.O.'s and Cadets would like to thank Flt./Lt. Watson and P.O.
Dobson for their continued help and encouragement.

r. M. CHERRY (Sgt.)

R.A.F. CAMP
This vear's camp was held at R.A.F. Hullarington, in Wiltshire. After arriv-
ing i~ the early afternoon of Wednesday April 8th, we were comfortably
billeted with cadets from Lewes and Bradford.

The first item on the programme was a visit to Fry's chocolate factory at
Keynsharn, near Bristol. After this non-aeronautical, but nevertheless interest-
ing visit, we were each given a box of free samples. In, the afternoon we were
officially welcomed to Hullarington by one of the seruor officers and given a
lecture on navigation and Aircrew selection.

All cadets went for four-hour flights in the Varsity and Valetta aircraft
of No. 2 Air Navigation School, the resident unit, an the Friday during
which thev flew over such places as the! Scilly Isles and Swansea.

On the Saturday, a cross country exercise was held on Marlborough
Downs. Cadets were dropped in small parties at intervals along the road.
They then had to make their way back to Avesbury following certain routes
and answering various questions an the 10cal countryside.

After church parade on Sunday morning the rest of the day was free and
several people took the appartunity of visiting Chippenharn, Bath and other
local towns. .

Swimming at Bath was arranged for the first part of Monday morrung
For this, bre:kfast was scheduled far 0645, so not surprisingly some I?eople
were feeling quite hungry by the time they returned, having had nothing to
eat. Several cadets qualified for swrrnrnrng certificates. .

Before lunch we visited the technical wing and the 25 yard shooting range,
where some cadets qualified for .303 marksman badges.

The week's programme was brought to an end for most people by a
talk and film on "survival" and .a visit to Air Traffic Control or the range.
This, however, was not the end for. the N.C.O.'s, w~o all went for a four-
hour night flight, from which they did not return until the early hours of the
~~~ . . Th

On the whole, the camp compared favourahly WIth previous ones.. ~re
was far more flying than usual and the food was up to the ~sual high
standard-we even had chicken once! Since it was not an aperatJOnal base,
there was not as much to see as at other bases and there was little to do on
camp in the evenings. The flying, however, more than made up far this.

We left early on the Tuesday morning, after a camp which everyone had
thoroughly enjoyed. r. M. CHERRY (Sgt.)
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MACALISTER SOCIETY
Meetings during the past term proved to be more numerous than in the
Autumn term, since the Society was able to call upon some members of the
School no longer burdened by examinations,

The first of these was by D, J. Jarman, who spoke on, "The Nature and
Functions of Literature". To many members this subject seemed rather too
wide to be dealt with in such a comparatively short time, but the speaker soon
dispelled these doubts, as he gave a brief but precise history of the develop-
ment of literature in its three forms, prose, poetry and drama. Of these, poetry,
although the least widely read, had the most to offer as long as the reader
exercised adequate mental effort, This talk promoted some of the liveliest
discussion of the session.

At the next meeting, Mr. D. B. Davies addressed the Society on "Minstrels
of the Midnight Sun," a subject which he was able to expound fully in the
time at his disposal. Members whose knowledge of Scandinavian music had
hitherto been confined to Grieg and Sibelius were treated to excerpts from the
works of Svenson, Halvorsen and Nielsen. \1Ve heard not only music, but
mythology and folk-lore from these lands which, as Mr, Davies observed,
habitually 'lag behind the rest of Europe musically until they find a suitable
trend upon which to experiment and expand,

The title of Mr. W, F. Edge's paper was "The Vineyards of France," and
he soon impressed the Society with his obvious love and intimate knowledge
of the subject. In his own inimitable manner he gave a brief account of the
wine-producing regions of France, and he had at least one anecdote to relate
from each of them. His excellent talk was concluded with a quotation from
Rabelais, via M. Rene Saabe of Meet et Chandon:

"Quand mon verre est plein, je le vide;
Quand mon verre est vide, je me plains,"

Our only complaint was that no samples were available!
Secretary J. S. Bradbrook was our next speaker, and his subject was "The

History and Future in Science". He traced the evolution of scientific invest-
igation and experiment, using the works of such people as Aristotle, Galileo.
Copernicus, Darwin and Pasteur as examples of progress in the subject. In
dealing with the future, the speaker referred to some of the difficulties of
space travel, especially the time factor involved in any such ventures, and
then he suggested that science has taught ud all a lesson-to be young and
vigorous in spirit throughout our lives,

At the final meeting of the term A. \'9', lvlcGeorge presented a paper
entitled, "Zeus, Women, Cosmos and Plato." We were treated to an inform-
ative discourse during which he exposed the hedonistic activities of the Greek
deities, and introduced us to the petty foibles of Plato.

Finally the Society would like to express its sincere gratitude to the
Chairmen, Mr. R. T, Jones and Mr. D, G. Beritliff, whose enthusiasm and
encouragement have been an inspiration to the Secretaries.

J. S, BRAD BROOK, F, W, GROVE

LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY
The Society's last six debates have covered a wide range of topics and all have
been reasonably well attended. Unfortunately, the majority of members are
third year sixth formers, who will be leaving at the end of this term, and
there is a marked lack of first and second year sixth formers, removes and
fourth formers at debates. It is to be hoped that these boys will attend
meetings in the forthcoming year.

The highlight of the year's debates was provided by the impromptu debate
at the end of the Christmas term. Members were asked to speak for two
minutes on a subject allotted to them by fate and the Chairman, Speeches
included "Mr. Chairman" by the President, Mr. ;\1. P. Smith, "\'\7hil's," by
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N. W. McNaughton, "Every man over forty is a scoundrel,"by R. N. Howard,
and the Chairman, "Dig this Rhubarb". 1. D. McGowan gave a dissertation on
"Chips", L. E. Edwards spoke on "Toll Booths", and T. Wild gave us his
rendering of "Land of Hope and Glory". All members spoke, and the general
standard was high. After the meeting the Society retired to the dining-room
for its annual tea.

The remaining debates of the term were:
January Z lst, "That this house demands the return of the United States of
America to the British Empire". Pro. I. D. McGowan and N. \Y1. McNaughton
Con. T. Dawson and J. S. Bradbrook. For 5, Against 14, Abstentions 5.

February 4th, "That the North of England is culturally superior to the
South". Pro. D. R. Morris and A. W. McGeorge. Con. R. N. Howard and
F. W. Grove. For 13 Against 4, Abstentions 7.

February 11th, "That Civilisation has gone far enough". Pro: T. Dawson
and J. E. Harrocks. Con. J. S. Bradbrook and A. J. Anderson. For 5,
Against 9, Abstentions 2.

March 3rd, "That History is Bunk". Pro: D. R. Morris and R. N.
Parsons. COn: A. S. McCubbin and M. N. Shaw. For 3, Againstl3, Abstent-
ions 5.

March 17th, "That Britain is a Totalitarian State". Pro: D. G. Maude
and T. Wild. Con: I. D. McGowan and D. Lofthouse. For 7, Against 10,
Abstentions 5.

Once again the secretaries would 'like to express their sincere thanks to
the Chairman, Mr. D. G. Bentlitfe, for his unfailing support and advice
throughout tho year, and also to the President, Mr. M. P. Smith, and the
Vice-Presidents, Messrs R. H. Gavin and H. G. B. Toobe.

R. N. HOWARD, I. D. McGOWAN
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or members for a Iong time, which means that there is an appreciable surplus
of Junds WIth which we WIll be able to extend the map library.

During the Spring term, we were orrly able to show two films as the
other films we !l!1d hoped, (0 show were alJ unavailable, being booked up for
many months. Ihe two films shown were, however" of a very good quality,
and we,~e both very well attended. The first to be shown was "Energy for
Europe , on the l Oth March, and depicted the efforts of ten European
countries, ,\ncludmg Bntalll"to meet the increasing demands on their energy
resources. Food or Famine was shown on the 17th of March and dealt with
the pertinent question of world population, which is expected to have doubled
by the end of this century. At tb~ moment, food supply is drastically inefficient
III many under-developed countries, and the film examined some of the things
that can be done to promise a better future for this great under-nourished
section of humanitv

A number of excursions were held during the summer term. On Tuesday,
12th Mav? a parry of eleven upper-sixth formers visited the Malham district
of Y?rkshlre for a day's field work This a:-ea displays some of the most highly
~e\ eloped limestone country III Britain, WIth the added interest of the Craven
faults, and some beneficial work was done in preparation for the "A" level
exarrnnations. The annual excursions are to be held on l Oth of July: some
boys will VISIt the Peak District around Matlock and Castleton and others will
explore Malham and GoredaJe Scar.

Finally the secretaries would like to express their thanks to the Chairman
;\1r. .J. R. Edwards, for his advice and encouragement throughout the yea;
and for arrangmg the excursion to Malharn, and to the Vice-Presidents,
Messrs. F. J. Boote, B. L. Parker and K. Poad

A. J. ANDERSON, R. N. HOWARDHISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Society began its programme for the: Spring term with an exhibition of
documents from the County Records Office at Preston. This meeting was of
interest to students of both history and English literature for, as well as
portraying social conditions in sixteenth century Lancashire, the documents
threw some light on the legend that Shakespeare spent at least part of his
youth in this county.

The other meetings of the Spring term were somewhat of an experiment.
A series of lectures was given over a period of weeks on the 1914-18 war,
under the general title: "Aspects of the First \'{i'orld \Y1ar", this subject allowed
broad scope for Mr. Edge's talks on the causes and course of the various
campaigns, and Mr. Rogers' talk on the results and effects of the war. This
experiment of a cycle of lectures upon a given subject met with considerable
succgss, and! it is hoped to continue the idea in subsequent terms.

Owing to the G.C.E. examinations in the Summer term, the number of
meetings was necessarily reduced. Before the end of term, however, the
Society's annual excursion will take place. Faced with the rival attractions of
York and Lancaster, it was decided in order to avoid partisan sympathies,
that Ludlow should be our destination.

Attendance at the Society's meetings has increased throughout the term,
and the encouraging demand for participation on the annual excursion is a
sign that a general interest in history is spreading even to the science and
mathematics forms.

Finally, I most sincerely express the thanks of the Society to Mr. Edge
and Mr. Rogers for their generous support and interest.

SIXTH FORMS SCIENCE SOCIETY
During the final part of the Autumn term the Society welcomed four lecturers.
;~lr. \Y1. C. Edwards, from the Central Electricity Generating Board, spoke on

The Structural Problems. III Nuc'ear Power Stations", dealing with his
subject from the pomt of view of an engineeer rather than the theoretician.
Dr. C. Leithead, from the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine spoke on
"The Effect of Heat on Hea:th". This interesting lecture on the mo~e common
diseases brought about by temperature extremes provoked a lively question
tune. ,Mr. R: M. Twemlow, from Unilever, spoke on "X-Ray Analysis". He
explained this and many other modern techniques of spectroscopy. The term's
programme finished with a lecture by Dr. J. C. Collins from Manchester
College of SCience and Technology who spoke on, "This Radioactive \Y1or':d".
\'(1c were interested to learn that Liverpool possesses one of the lowest levels
of natural radiation from rocks in Britain

, Dr. J. R. \'(/ormald, from Liverpool University, opened the Easter term
with a paper ~ntitled "Little Particles and Big Machines", which proved to he
a comprehensive survev of known particles and accelerators. After the lecture,
a party of memb~rs was taken by Dr. \'{i'ormald to see the synchrocyciotron
~wned by the Universirv. Mr. H. Dabney, from Mullards, described the

Manufacture of Magnetic Components". Much interest was aroused in this
lecture, which resulted in a visit to the M ullard factory. Beck Koller provided::s ,Wlt!J our next lecturer, Mr. P. G. Evans, who spoke under the title

rolyest~r Resin, for Rel~forced PlastiCs". Dr. G. R. Bainbridge from the
United Kingdom AtOI11lC Energy Authority followed up a previous lecture by
talking about the theoretical side of Nuclear Power Stations. The term ended
WIth a visit by the distinguished E.N.T. Surgeon, Mr. H. Za lin, himself an
Ole! Boy of the School, who traced recent developments in medicine. He gave
examples of Operations he had performed. \'{i'c are also indebted to I.C I. for
the loan of filmstrips which were shown at two inect ings .

A.S.Mc.

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
As reported in the previous Magazine, the Society is having a very good year
and new members still contiue to join. This year has seen the largest number
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After the examinations' in the Summer term, we hope to revive the idea
of members of the Society presenting their own papers. Visits have been
arranged to Beck Koller and John Sumners.

In conclusion, I must thank Mr. W. H. Jones in particular for his
valuable assistance, and Messrs. Naylor, Schofield, Walker, Scott, Nicholson,
Wilson and Hall for their help and support during this school year.

A. J. WALLARD

MUSIC CLUB
The Club began the Spring term with a series of gramophone records of
Mozart's concertos. \'1e heard the Violin and Viola Concerto, the Bassoon
Concerto, and two Horn Concertos.

On February 11th, Mr. Evans was cast away on our "desert island". His
choice of records pleased the very large audience and provided a fitting con-
clusion to the first half of the tenn. At the first meeting after half-term, Mr.
Gavin gave us some information about Mahler and his compositions, and
played part of a record of his Second Symphony. On March l Oth, Mr.
Richardson gave an interesting and informative talk on Spanish music, illus-
tra ted by numerous tape recordings.

The following week, J. H. Bratherton and Mr. D. Davies gave a violin
and piano recital. This excellent performance was enjoyed by a large audience
and it is hoped that in the future more boys in the school will give recitals
to the Club.

On Thursday, 1'vlarch 19th, the Music Club Concert took place and an
account of it can be found elsewhere in the Magazine.

At the last meeting of the term, Mr. Rogers made a very successful
castaway in another of the "Desert Island Discs" programmes. He entertained
the vast audience with his humour and choice of records.

This term we have listened to some of the compositions of Richard Strauss
as this veal' is the centenarv of his birth.

It is~hoped that E. R. C"arr will give an organ recital towards the end of
term.

Finally we must thank Mr. Naylor our Chairman, Mr. D. Davies, and
all other members of the staff and the School who support us. A special word
of thanks is due to Mr. A. Evans, our Treasurer for nine years, who is
leaving us this summer to take up an appointment at the C. F. Mott Training
College. He has carried out this arduous duty with great efficiency and we
extend to him our best wishes for his future success and happiness.

D. C. TOWNEND

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
Since the last edition of the Magazine, three 'lecturers have visited the
Society. Mr. F. Veal F.R.P.S., F.R.S.A., in a lecture entitled "Picture
Making with Agfacolor", gave many hints on how to make the best use of
colour film. Later, Mr. D. Pole demonstrated, the possibilities of Royal-X
Pan film in a lecture of interest to a'll those who are attrcted by difficult
subjects. The most recent speaker was Mr. S. J. Coleman, of Ilford Ltd.,
who gave a very successful lecture on the rather indefinable topic of "Good
Photography". This most perceptive talk led to lively discussions among the
members.

Early in January, a number of members attended a talk given by Mr.
Alfred Gregory A.R.P.S., at the Bluecoat Hall. Our lecture programme also
included two taped lectures, one from May and Baker Ltd., and the other
supplied by Agfa Ltd.

The Society's excursion will take place this year on Friday, July l Oth,
when we will visit the Lake District with stops at Kendal, Windermere and
Cartme1 Priory.

We should like to thank Mr. Lloyd and Mr. \'1. Jones for their continued
help and encouragement.

P. J. MOFFATT

CHRISTIAN UNION
This last term we have had a lively series of meetings.

Mr. J. E. Watson showed us a film about the life of Saint Pau!.
Bible studies have been held on the Letter to the Phillipines and Book of

Isaiah. Small groups took the place of one large group and the experiment
proved a great success.

Reverend P. B. Emmerson came to tell us of his work as a missionary in
the Arctic, and showed some excellent colour slides.

The Headmaster joined us, to talk about "Morals-Old and New", and
he greatly clarified the present controversy on morals.

On Ash Wednesday, Reverend W. A. Brotherton, Vicar of Saint Chrysos-
tom's Anfield talked about the meaning of Lent.

Before the Easter holidays, Reverend Niall Meredith (in whose parish the
School is) talked about Easter, showing its truth and meaning for us all.

We were fortunate to be visited this term by Mr. Peter Lefroy-Owen,
Northern Secretary of the Inter-Schools Christian Fellowship, who talked
about the "Young Church Today".

Meetings have taken place with Blackburne House S.C.M.
Reverend W. H. Wade talked about "Jehovah's \'1itnesses", and Mr. F. R.

Slater and Miss F. Beavan told us about Missionary \1Vork in the Sudan and

Japan. .. U' Lib hi h .All boys are invited to use the Christian 111011 I . r arv, w IC 15 open
each Friday, in Room 14, at 1.15 p.m.

The Society wishes to take this opportunity to thank Mr . .T. E. Watson,
its Chairman, Mr. R. K. Davies and Mr. D. T. Jack, its Vice-Chairmen and
Mr L. Cooper, for their help and cncouragement during the past year.

'We arc deeply sorry to he 'losing Mr. R. K. Davies who has taken a keen
interest in the Christian Union. We wish him every success in his new career
at the University of Liverpool.

JAZZ CLUB
A normally lively young lad in Liverpool at the present time is more likely
than not to visit, at some time, the various establishments which advertise
themselves under the general heading of JAZZ in the "Liverpool Echo". If
he has anv pretensions to musical cultivation, he will no doubt expect that
music more suitable to one of his delicate nurture and expensive education
will be offered at the various city clubs which feature jazz proper.

However their "live" facsimiles of American Recordings are, if anything,
rather sad. The music of some of the beat groups is more interesting It is not
merely plagiarised but the original music has been interpreted and developed.

The Roadrunners gain a distinctive sound from SImultaneous guitar and
piano improvisations, and have experimented with two saxophones [tenors].
The Clayton Squares regularly use alto and tenor. . .. .

New sounds and more spontaneity are VItal If the simplicity of the mUSIC
is to be preserved without sterility and staleness setting in.. ,

The advantages of improvisational techmques in particu'lar have been
amply demonstrated by the. transformation of a fairly m.e~i~)Cre group-the
Georgians-into a more excirmg mUSIC U11Itby theIr. acquisition of that well-
known vituoso of the alto and tenor, Mr. Roger LeWIS, whose last appearance
within the precincts of the School [.in. conjunction with the other members of
the jazz group 1 I have carefully refrained from mcntrornng.

c D.G.MAUDE

THE ORCHESTRA
The main event of the Easter term for the orchestra was th.e School Play,
when music hy Handel, Hadvn and \1Veinberger was played during the intervalM. M. EDGE
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The main efforts of the Choir during the Spring term were directed towards
the performance of Bach's Magnificat in D, at the J\·lusic Club Concert. An
account of the latter appears elsewhere in the ;\lagazine.

During the term, we were also asked by lYlr. Jenkins, the School's .i'vlusic
Adviser for Liverpool, to join with the Blackburne House Choir and the
\'Vest Lancashire Male Voice Choir in a performance of the J\lagniflcat, in the
Philharmonic Hall, on April 25th. W c gladly accepted this opportunity of
singing with the Merseyside Youth Orchestra and the performance met with
favourable notices in the national press.

At present the Choral Society is embarking on a new venture. Until now,
we have concentrated exclusively on works by Vivaldi, Bach and Handel; but
at Christmas we hope to perform a work by \'Veber, who may be considered
as the first composer of romantic music and not normally associated with
choral music. However, he wrote two masses and it is the second of these
which is occupying the interest of the Choir. The mass is in G major, for
four solo voices and chorus, and was written for the golden wedding of the
King and Queen of Saxony in 1819.

We must express our gratitude to Mr. D. Davies, our conductor, for his
enthusiasm and for the amount of time he devotes to the Society. \ve are also
iudebted to Mr. Rowland and to P. A. \vood our accompanists and to J. c.
and M. C. Townend, ourefficient librarians. \'Ve would also like to thank all
other masters and boys in the Choir for their continued support which is very
necessary for the success of the Society.

D. C. TOWNE~D

In the individual competitions members of the Club achieved notable
successes and the results are tabulated below:
L.S.C.L Individual Knock-out Competition:

Open-D. J. Jarman reached quarter-final.
U-15-R. J. Holland was the winner, R. J. Revell reached the semi-finals
U-13-D. N, Cope and D. J. Evans both reached the quarter-finals. .

Lancashire V-15 K.O.:
D. N. Cope reached the last sixteen.

Liverpool Easter Chess Congress:
Open-Championship Section (Merseyside Championship 3 P. Cartmell;

5 T. D. Hughes.
Section one: 1 D. J. Jarman. Section two: R. K. Vernon

G-15-Championship Section: 4 R. J. Holland. Section one: 3 R: J. Revell.
U-14-Section 4: 2 C. J. Smith
G-13-ChamplOnshlp Section: 4 D N. Cope Section two: 3 D J. Bruce.
U-12-Sectiol1 one 1 D. J Evans Section two 3 P. Do'man.

Section six: 2 1. R. Baggott. Section eight: 2 C. L. Lee
Section ten: 1 D. S. Cull. Section eleven: 1 P. R. Davies, 3 1. R.
Bates.

G-13-Best Game Prize: \'Von by D. J. Evans.
In the Summer term, the Club's activities consist mainly of the lunch-time

meetings, though lectures are given by first team members and a first form
ladder has been started. Special meetings are held after school on Fridays.

III conclusion, we extend our sincere thanks to Mr Jack for the time and
interest he is devoting to the Club. .

P. CARTMEL, A. R. PRINCE

RADIO SOCIETY
After a series of postponements, cancellations and readjustments, the Radio
Society seems to have settlec:lupon 1.10 p.m., on Thursdavs, as a meeting.
time. The series of films provided by Mul1ard's Ltd., proved to be a very
successful feature of the Society's activities; it is hoped that more of these
films will be available short.v,

During the term, severa! members have delivered short talks describing
equipment that they have constructed in their own time at home This has
encouraged other members to build simple radio receivers, and in a 'number of
cases, those concerned have brought the finished receiver into School. At 1.45
p.rn, everyone in the Physics Laboratory crowds around to hear the opening
music from "Listen with Mother"

At the beginning of May, another three boys from the School entered for
the Radio Amateurs' examination, which is the first step towards obtaining a
transmitting licence. Progress is being made towards the establishment of a
permanent amateur transmitting and receiving station at the School. At the
time of writing, however, the only way in which the Radio Society can go "on
the air" is when a member brings some of his own equipment.

Once again, the members of the Society would like to join in expressing
their sincere thanks to both Mr. Bradley and Mr. Byrne for their help with
,1]] the activities of this Society.

This was the first public appearance of the Orchestra for some time, and for
some of the younger members of the Orchestra it was their first experience of
playing to an audience. The first time always proves to be the most exacting
and everyone concerned gave of his best to produce some worthwhile results.

Now that there is no immediate need to practise specific pieces of music
for public performance it is possible to attempt fairly ambitious works such
as Haydn's "block" Symphony. Members of the Orchestra have been making
full use of this opportunity to increase their orchestral experience.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Davies and Mr. Naylor who have given up
much of their free time to help with the Orchestra's activities.

P. K. CRIPPS

CHORAL SOCIETY

CHESS CLUB

I
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The Club has ae a in had an extremely successful vear. Bv defeating Ivlanchester
Grammar School in the semi-final and \vallasey -Grammar School in the final,
the School First Team won its zonc of the National School's Chess Tourn-
ament, sponsored by the "Sunday Times". The team has now won its zone
for the past three years. In the first round of the final stage of the Competition,
the team beat King Edward's School, Birmingham, by 3-~ points to 2!. The
School is now due to play Magdalen College School, Oxford, for a place in
the semi-final, which, together with the final, is to be plaved in London.

As four of the seven first team players are leaving at the end of this term,
we have relied mainly on younger players in the ;\lerseyside Competition for
the Wright Challenze Shield. in preparation for next vear. This proved
extremely successful ~lS the School won the Competition with 6~ points out
of seven, dropping only half a point against Calday Grammar School
in the final round. The School has now won the Shield four consccutvc
years.

The Under 15 teams have also been successful in the Liverpool Schools'
Chess League Competition. The first team won the Championship Section,
while the second team won its section of division two and went on to 1V1I1 the
play-off against other section winners.

P. K. CRIPPS

19th CITY SCOUT TROOP
Since the last edition of the Magazine, the Troop meetings in the gymnasium
on Friday nights have continued with the usual vigour and enthusiasm, but as
it is now the Slimmer term, meetings will be held out-of-doors at the Lawns,
the ideal place for scout meetings because of its privacy and its great expanse
of wood. Every aspect of outdoor scout life will, of course, be greatly encour-
aged. New [aces would be made very welcome.

Boh-a-job \'Veck was vcrv sllccr'ssflll with some members of the Troop
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collecting substantial sums of money.
Several adventurous members of the Troop have gone on their first-class

journey, whichincJuded one night camping out and several others have been
on week-end camps; the camps were greatly enjoyed and usually quite success-
ful

Our thanks are again due to Mr. A. Evans for his patience and interest
and for giving up so much of his leisure time to the Troop. Thanks are also
due to Mr. A. J. Smith for his excellent controlling of the Troop's financial'
affairs.

1. J. SPAIN, S. H. WILLIAMS

SEA SCOUTS

ENGINEERING &. TRANSPORT SOCIETY.
During the Spring term, the Society again had more than fifty members, and
there were large attendances at most of the meetings. However, the library
meetings at 1.20 p.m. on \Vednesdays in Room 9 were very poorly attended
and measures arc now being considered to remedy this situation.

At half-term, Mr. Forrest kindly led a visit to the marshalling yards at
Edge Hill, where we spent an interesting two hours watching the gravitational
shunting.

Two walks were arranged; one at half-term to Llangollen and one during
the Easter holidays to Ruabon and Chirk.

The climax of the Society's year will be reached on Tuesday, July 7th,
when Mr. D. Davies will take forty boys on a visit to the Talyllyn Railway
at T'owyn. After travelling on the train the party will walk past Dolgoch
waterfall to the summit of Taren Heridre, returning; to Liverpool by coach
from Abergynolwyn

This term the successful film shows every month on Mondays at 1.15
p.rn. in the Physics Laboratory were continued and D, H. Mawdsley, an
Old Boy, gave a lecture on the Talyllyn Railway.

Finally we must express our gratitude to Mr. Dobson our Chairman, to
Mr. D. Davies, and to all the other members of the staff and boys who have
given up their time for the Society.

D. C. TOWNEND, 1. M. PARKINSON

Last term the Sea Scouts continued to hold meetings during the Thursday
dinner hours and boatwork meetings at White Man's Dam. The latter were
held on Sunday mornings, about once every three weeks, but now that the
nights are lighter, these, meetings are held after school on Friday evenings.
Boys arrive at the lake, which is in Knowsley, at about 7 p.m., and good use
is made of the fibre-glass dinghies of which the group has part ownership, A
most enjoyable couple of hours can be spent rowing and sailing.

During the February half-term, a hike in the \Virral to Thurstaston
Common was held and at the end of the Easter holidays several of our
members attended ~, short camp. Thirteen boys under the leadership of Mr.
Nicholson spent a thoroughly enjoyable five days on the moorlands of the
Berwins,

Thanks are once more due to Mr. Nicholson for the time he has devoted
to the group and for his enthusiasm in it.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

G. HADFIELD Since the last issue of the Magazine, there have been three meetings dealing
with subjects as diverse as the "Vanished Townships of Great Britain", and
"\Varships of the Classical World".

At the first, K. W. Sheridan gave an interesting talk illustrated with
colour slides on the recent trip to Greece. We are indebted to Mr. McDonald
for his lecture on "Vanished Townships", and to D. Latham for his inform-
ative talk on "\Varships of the Classical: World'.

On July 8th, the Society combined forces with the junior branch to make
an excursion to York. Both the fine museum and York Minster were visited
and on the return journey the party stopped at Ribchester to visit the last
remains in the area of the Roman occupation.

Members of the Society are invited to produce exhibits for the 1965
Hobbies Show, in which we hope to equal, even to exceed, our customary
high standard. Members are also urged to make use of the extensive library
which exists in Room 21.

Thanks are again due (0 our numerous vice-presidents and to our Chair-
man, Mr. Nelson, for their active support.

W. F. ROBY

MODELS SOCIETY
The Christmas term concluded with a visit to the English Electric Vulcan
Works and the Manchester Model Railway Club Exhibition. Members were
taken on a comprehensive tour of the works where the workings of complex
diesel engines were made simple to all. The exhibition was again excellent,
and provided us with many points and ideas for our own layouts.

These are again in the process of reconstruction. The narrow' guage and
two-rail layouts are being redesigned, while the three rail layout IS being
overhauled and the wiring replaced. The layout loaned by D. Sriglcy 1S

enthusiastically managed by the younger boy~.. r

During the Easter term, Mr. C. Smith VISIted USagam. In yet another nne
selection of slides, he took us on one of hIS latest trips to Scotland. ThIS was
of interest to both the photographers and railwav enthusiasts amongst us.

ITn another lecture) Mr. J. H. J. Bowen told us of the work he has been
doing in connection with the Welsh Highland Railway Preservation Society.
In his own infernal manner, he took us through the many trvmg stages of the
difficult task of reviving a railway. . .

At lunch-time meetings the narrow gauge enthusiasts of the SOCIety
provided their OW11 short talks. This meeting was well Illustrated WIth slides.

The excursion that term was to the Ford Factory at Halewood. Several
other members of the School came with us on this occasion and a most
interesting visit was enjoyed by all.. . '

This 'summer, the Society plans to visit the \).7e1shpool and Lla nfair
Railway and Oswestry \Vorks. ..

The Socictv's library, always expanding, IS not, U)1fortunately, .used to
the full by members. This is somewhat disappointing, as new magazrnes and
books are always being introduced to enlarge the libra:y. .

Once again, we express ou.r thanks to Mr. D. \\7t!son for the time and
.interest he devotes to the Society.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIEn'"

A. J. WALLARD

The large attendance at an astronomical film shown last year resulted in the
formation of an Astronomical Society. Unfortunately membership of the
Societv has had to be restricted to members of the fourths and above. It is
hoped; however, that a junior section may be formed in the near future.

The activities of the Society' range from actual astronomical observation
with large telescopes to weekly lectures and films. The Society has access to
several amateur-owned telescopes as well as limited access to the Southport
Observatorv,

The first few meetings were devoted to lectures on various aspects of
astronomy, including the planets Jupiter and Mars, and stellar astronomy .
Observation was also undertaken by small groups, on Friday evenings, using
one of the S} inch telescopes to which the Society has access.
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The Society has, of course, a library which ea tel'S for nearly every aspect
of astronomy, and members are urged to use it. The also has four
research sections which participate in observational programmes.
These sections have small libraries of their own.

Members of the fourths and above who are interested in astronomv are
urged to join us as it has quite a lot to offer them including the chance to
use large telescopes. Incidentally, our activities should also prove useful to
members of the science forms, since astronomy is closely linked with the other
sciences.

THE PREFECTS' LETTER

The Society, now in its second year of existence, has an ever-increasing
membership. Although membership is open to first, second and third formers,
there is a high percentage of first-year boys -,

The meetings are held On Tuesdays, m Room 11, at 1.20 p.m., the
Society's library being open after school in. Room lIon most days. of the
week, and at 1.30 p.m. on \Vednesdays. Duong the Easter term, actrvities of
the Society have included the mock trial of Napol~?n Bonaparte,. a talk. by
G 0 Prince 3B on "From Trilobites to Ape-men and a Historical Cnss-
Cross Quiz Competition. It i~ hoped to arrange a visit to York during the
Excursion period of the Summer term.

Finally, we should like to thank Mr. Trecby whose cooperation has
enabled the meetings to take place.

D. CASEY

The Editor, Liverpool Institute Magazine,
SIR; \Vere it not that those of a certain panelled room in the heights of this
time-honoured establishment had been less generous in their reply to my
demands, the rumours which I lay before you would have been more compre-
hensible and would not have left as much to the imagination of your readers.
The departure of five of the elite should not be taken as a sign that they were
afraid some of their actions were to be exposed in this edition-at least I did,
at a very reasonable sum, arrange good alibis for them. But now let us pass
on to what is acknowledged to be "caviar to the general"-public.

The leader of the happy band is, of course, yourself sir, Editor, (and
herewith might a man of lesser courage pass on quickly to the rest of the
band). Mr Bradbrook is extremely proud of the fact that since the publication
of the last magazine there have been two new entrants to the P.R. who are
actually smaller than he. He keeps his prefects subservient by bribing them,
offering to invite them to a party of Steinbeck proportions which he promises
to hold, and when he feels he has them completely under his thumb he
prornpt.y cancels it and offers a new date. On March 15th, he was invited to
go climbing by his second in command, but refused after consulting "Approach
to Latin, Part 1". He explains away references to him as Dracula as having
something to do with cricket. He is a very good batsman. Incidentally, he
now manages to steady himself on only a half-pint.

Once his plans for a coup had been thwarted, and he had had to climb
down quickly after advancing little by little towards the summit of his
ambitions, Mr. ;\1cGeorge did not entertain the idea of leaving the Corps to
enter the Church. His humour remains in that same unpredictable vein (much
to the delight of Mr. Bradbrook ). Since Christmas he has seen fit to squander
much of his time at parties and dances, and you may see him if you get there
early enough.

Our finest entertainer is Mr. Grove, of whom it was once said: "A fine
specimen of British manhood, standing every bit of six foot in his shoes and
fearing nothing but closing time." On hearing of an extension at a certain
resting place in the heart of Wales he was to be seen frantically packing his
bags and Mr. Howard. Mr. Grove is almost as proud of his shiny RED and
green tie (which he insists does not betray a change of heart) as he is of his
Japanese nose flutes and approaching double-chin. We wish him well to
wear it.

Mr. Elsworthy has that distinct scientific approach to life and does not
hesitate to offer advice to anyone who is foolish enough to come into his
range. To raise money for his holiday this year he has been working hard
pulling pints and giving dancing lessons in his cabaret club. Some claim he
is very absent-minded, but then that section of society rarely sees him long
enough to remember his face, and so probably has him confused with someone
else.

M1'. Harrocks (who had a haircut not long after the last publication of
the magazine and will be seeing the barber again shortly) now rejoices in
the title of the Beau Brummel of the P.R. He is often to be seen hailing a
taxi with his nylon umbrella, wearing his A**t*n R**d three piece suit,
suede tie, Ra*l Br**k tab-collared shirt and Chelsea suede shoes. One wonders
where he finds the money to be seen. (P.S. He certainly does have a liking
for parties.)

Mr. \Vallard is the only person known to be able to hide himself entirely
behind a six foot straw. This phenomenal physique he attributes to the rigours
of cross-country running. Ridicule at his membership of the Models Society
turned to admiration when he revealed his plan to change the outlook of the
society, and he collected quite a few membership fees in no time at all. We
are pleased to report that excessive pampering at home has had a good effect
on hi s life and we hope he will be very ha ppy together.

W. J. LEATHERBARROW

MOTORING SOCIETY
The first term of the Society's existence has been a quiet one. It has been
difficult to rationalise a whole host of ideas into a workable pattern. However,
a modest start has been made with the first of a series of technical lectures
and the showing of the first film, in a group of three, on the history of motor-
racing. .

During this term, a number of ideas will be tried out, such as quizzes,
discussions and maintenance and road safety lectures, the latter it is hoped
to be given by the police. Also, any suggestions from members will be
welcomed.

The membership of the Society has grown to twenty-five, of which the
majority are motor-car enthusiasts, so we as motor-cycle fans appeal to all
compatriots to join and restore the balance. .

People actually owning mechanised transport, no matter how decrepit, be
they Mods or Rockers, are particularly invited to join.

A membership of forty will provide sufficient funds for a full and worth-
while range of activities and enable us to arrange visits and outside lectures.

The success of the Society lies in YOUR hands: join and it will prosper;
ignore it and it will fade away.

In conclusion, we thank Mr. Poad for his help and support which have
proved invaluable.

D. G. LONSDALE, B. R. LATHAM

JUNIOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY

JUNIOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The Society continued to meet on Thursdays last term, when members gave
lectures on topics of interest. It is hoped many members are looking forward
to the trip to York at the end of the Summer term. .

An annual general meeting will be held at the end of this term, when
members of the first and second year win be specially welcome. ,

Finally, the Society wishes to extend its thanks to Mr. B. I-I. Dobson for
his participation and support throughout the year.

M. J. SUGDEN
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Mr. Ainsworth opposes strongly the nationalist "Home Rule for \vales"
supporters as they would interfere with his plans in that country. His attempt
to import baskets from Wales failed not once hut twice. It seems only Liver-
pool will provide these distasteful chattels for him. Much to our surprise, we
discovered that he has been attending regular training sessions at Anfield and
has frequently been heard to pass remarks on the architectural magnificence
of the Kop.

Mr. Robertson flatly denies being related to Chris Curtis and spends most
of his time wearing other people's gowns. He claims he has discovered a new
game which, of late, has been exhausting all his energies. It is called math-
ematics. It is impossible, he says, to win since one must overcome both the
referee and the spectators. A sound argument which is appreciated by the
most august members of society.

Another mathematician of equal standing is Mr \'Vorthington. He shares
a liking for milk and other people's sandwiches with Mr. Robertson. Conven-
iently, an unfortunate illness precluded all athletic activities and forced him
to devote all his time and leisure to work. He threatens to sue, anyone who
says the contrary might be true.

The time just had to come when our genial 1\1r. McNaughton began to
miss, not the space between the posts, but the space on either side and below
the posts in his rugby goal-kicking exploits. He of course claims it is all very
scientific and repeats that he is the greatest. Mr. McNaughton is everybody's
friend, especially Mr. Grove's since Liverpool won the championship this
season. He remains as innocent as the day he was born, or at least he says
he does.

No bag of G*ld*n W*nd*r crisps is safe from Mr. Parsons' merciless fist
and no sandwich box is free of his roving hand. This gentleman proved to
be a player of great consequence on the hockey field at the end of the Spring
term, and again with a stick to defend himself he has been a resolute no. II
for the 1st XI. More could be said of Mr. Parsons, but a fool and his
money are soon parted. Nil dicendum

Mr. Howard is the eldest of the prefects. He can drive a van and goes to
lots of parties. He is even smaller than Mr. Bradbrook but cleverer than Mr.
Grove at Geography and has threatened to smash anybody's face who says
otherwise. What more can be said except that his photograph betrays such
a remarkable likeness to another famous person that he is now know as
Rnbberbob.

Mt. Townend hangs around with Mr. Wallard a lot. They both run and
sing but whether the former is necesssary as a result of the latter activity is
not known for certain. But the fourth form whose unpleasant task It IS to stand
in the well of the hall have lost all the musical appreciation they ever had
since the time when Messrs. T. and W. were both in the front row.

Mr. Simonds has been accused of having a one-track mind-s-the answer
is left to the imagination. He climbs as well and is trying to copvince every-
body that he is the reincarnation of Buddy Holly. He £latle)! disproves it by
singing, but is nevertheless undaunted by all protests and missiles.

We have a Spaniard in our midst. His name-Seliior Martinez. Please,
when speaking to this gentleman, be sure to say each \~ord slowly and let 111m
look up any words he is not acquainted with 111 the dicrionary he carr rcs for
this purpose. His English is excellent considering some of the grunts one hears
on the rugby field.

Mr. Sheridan must be our Omega as it were. It used to he thought that
he was the most prolific worker in the r00111, being hidden all day in the far

corner behind massive Greek and Latin dictionaries until it was discovered
that he was merely seeking refuge from Mr. Parsons. He has nevertheless
he en gaining, despite occasional set-backs, on om senior classicist

Yours with integrity,

S. CANDLE LTD.

N.B. Money can buy anybody. If there are doubts in your mind as to the
validity of any statement in this letter, approach me.

OLD BOYS' NOTES 1964
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The Association has been saddened to hear of the deaths of a past-President,
Mr. J. D. Crichton (1891), after a fall at his home last October, of Mr. H.
Seaton (1910), for many years a Committee member and untiring worker
for the Association's social functions, and in December of Mr. H. A. Baxter,
Senior Mathematics Master until his retirement in 1948 and more recently
Treasurer of the Florence Institute. News has also been received of the deaths
of Old Boys A. J. Milliken (1903), E. A. Goulding (1904), J. O. Broster
(1905), E. Capstick (1916), A. F. Stoker (1916) and A. R. Morgan, O.B.E.,
to whose relatives the Association conveys its deepest sympathy.

In the session 1963-64 twd functions have been held in Liverpool. The
Annual Ladies' Night was enjoyed by just over one hundred members and
their ladies at Reece's Restaurant on October 5th, and on February 29th,
again at Reece's, there was a somewhat disappointing attendance of fifty-three
for the Annual Dinner. Replying to the toast "The School" proposed by Mr.
l G. L. Gibbs, B.Arch., A.R.I.B.A., the Headmaster gave a brief account of
the latest moves towards the School's future under the City Council's policy
of Comprehensive Secondary Education. He was ably followed by the Head
Boy, J. S. Bradbrook, who spoke of the School as boys there at present see
it. On March 20th the Headmaster was a guest of the London Society at their
Dinner at the National Liberal Club.

The School is to welcome in September the arrival of Mr. J. E. Sharpe
(1957) on his appointment to a post to teach History. At the same time
there will be a departure of the Hon. Secretary of the Association, Mr. A.
Cross (1954), after a short period on the Staff to take up the post of second
Head of Department in Mathematics at Quarry Bank High School.

The Old Boys' Football Club has not had a very great season, the 1st XI
finishing next to bottom of the Zingari League second division after their
first season in sd high a sphere for some years. The 3rd XI experienced a
similar lack of success, but the 2nd and 4th Xl's were rather more successful
in finishing in the top halves of their respective divisions. The Club can now
boast one of the best grounds and playing surfaces in the three leagues at
Riversdale Road, and members; of the School leaving this year who wish to
play Old Boys' soccer should contact Mr. N. Lloyd, who has recently been
succeeded to the post of Chairman of the Liobians' A.F.e. by Mr. R. J.
Brooks.

The Cricket Club has started well in recording two wins over the School'
1st XI, and with a full fixture list an enjoyable season is anticipated. Any
Old Bovs interested are always welcome at' net practice at Mersey Road on
Thursd,jy evenings, or should contact the Secretary, Mr. T. W. Slade.

Fr.rthcomint; events in the 1964-65 session; include the Ladies' Night at
the i'viecca Restaurant, Exchange Street East, on Saturday, 7th November
and the Annual Dinner at Reece's Restaurant on Friday, February 12th. It
is hoped that these functions will receive good support.
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OXFORD LETTER His very good friend, Ivir. Hooley, of Christ Church, has found a new
lour de force of late on his staircase-the amount of aristocracy the House
can boast per staircase seems almost to exceed that of all the other Colleges
put together. Mr. Hooley also spends much time setting new fashions in pub-
crawling, though he claims he only goes for the bar-billiards.

Mr. \V'illiams, of Jesus, spends so much time doing concert tours that he
is very rarely seen in Oxford. Jesus College Chapel stands forlorn in all its
architectural anonymity and implores him to return: ascendat oratio, Mr.
Williams, descendat gloria.

The friendship of Mr. Quilliam, of New College and Mr. Baxter, of
Queen's, which has existed so far on terra firma, has now extended; to the
aquatic element. \V'hy prevaricate? In short Mr. Baxter has been doing a lot
of what most Freshmen have been doing this term: falling into the river from
a punt. Needless to say, 1V1r, Baxter emerges sufficiently re-invigorated but
needing about twice as much Brylcrearn as before. Mr. Quilliarn, on the other
hand, has graduated to the next stage: watching Freshmen falling into the
river from a punt.

Such a tie-up also exists between Messrs. Wainwright and Slater, both of
Exeter, although this time compulsory, owing to the exigencies of College
accommodation. They have little to say to each other since the league champ-
ionship was decided, or rather Mr. Slater has had little to say to Mr. Wain-
wright. Mr. \'17 ainwright wields a tennis racket in the afternoons in order to
work up enough thirst to meet Mr. Hooley in the evenings for a game of bar-
billiards. !vir. Slater's interests lie elsewhere: he has discovered a women's
place of further education some miles from Oxford as yet untapped.

\'17 e have decided on a change of policy as regards Mr. Ferguson, Liobian
Secretary for next year: we shall not say anything nasty about him: this is
mainly consequent on his subtly-phrased intimations (you know what we
mean), after the last Oxford letter, that we might have such a change. At
present he is flashing around his latest status symbol with a Roedean chassis
and a L.M.H. Bumper. Mr. F., by the way, is at Balliol-where else do our
suave old boys go?

Mr. Chambers, of St. Kaths, when finally tracked down, tells us that he
goes away for weekends, rock-climbing: we have our doubts, at least about
the rock-climbing: remember Romeo.

Let us now fade away from the annals of History as unobtrusively as we
entered them.

Ii 'Tlhc Editor, The Liverpool Institute Magazine,
SIR, As this has been the case in recent letters, tales of Oxford's Liobians
must include reference to the fact of the manv mathematicians in our
number. This letter, however, will be the last containing mention of those
heroes of that famous M6A2 of three years ago, too numerous to mention
more than just by name: Messrs. Burgess, Corkish, Mannhcirn, Miller,
Mordaunt, Rimmer, Smith and Smith. For they are now in their final term,
just a few short weeks from the time which, for the dedicated few, is a time
of fulfilment but for the many a time retribution. They have our sympathy.
Nor must we forget that the time of travail is at hand for those other two
senior Liobians here, Messrs. Sissons and Thorn, who mananged to encroach
upon the mathematician's monopoly of that distinguished year of Old Boys.

Our mathematicians in the r.econd year, although not so numerous, are,
naturally enough, more in evidence. Mr. Armand-Martineau-Denis, would have
been third year had he not spent a year's holiday at California University.
Between boating and striving faithfully to search through the history of his
ancestry to discover his parentage, he is busily planning his latest attempt
in his desire to become 8i gazctccr of the world. His fellow \Vadham man,
Mr. Sharp, that walking abstract group with Lake.and associations, appears
to be trying to devise a formula by which he can merge into his surroundings,
or at least, to Summertown or Sommerville or Something like that.

, Mr. Cattral has now been to a lecture for two consecutive terms. His
Hertford colleagues, after abandoning the idea of commissioning the Poet
Laureate to write a commemorative ode or firing a thirty-one gun salute on
Christ Church Meadow, just gave him a ducking instead.

Mr. Armstrong, of guitar and Christ Church-a very unlikely combin-
ation-commutes daily between lectures and the other three-quaters of what
is rumoured to be a noise-provoking conglomeration of hearts, hands and
roses in the rear of a shining Austin A30. The effect of his nonchalant slam
of the door and almost regal-wave is somewhat diminished by a glimpse of
his ever-long legs causing him not inconsiderable discomfort. In the company
of Mr. Davies, of Keble, on a recent expedition to the Norfolk Broads, Mr.
Armstrong was able to indulge in his love for the study of fluid dynamics,
by watching Mr. Davies fall in. After his ordeal, Mr. Davies was heard to
express disappointment that no first-aid treatment was necessary.

With our remaining second year mathematician, Mr. Lennard, of New
College, we have had little contact this term. \Ve did try to locate him at his
digs-near a recently-built soap factory: his Iand.ady showed us to the door
of his room and then whispered something In our ear and we did not go any
further.

A former passion of Mr. Davies, (to span this last, little parenthesis)
that champion of lost causes, was Liberalism but he is now surpassed in this
respect by Mr. Cowan,of St. Edmund Hall. ~~e latter appears to be an apt
pupil, for, after a rapid rrse to officialdom, he doth bestride thIS narrow
world like a Colossus". The existence has been verified SInce the last Oxford
Letter of another Liobian at St. Edmund Hall: Mr. G. M. Day. He can
often be seen scurrying to and from the Brand New Sparkling Engineering
Block. This is Mr. Day's pride and joy and he is ever trying to develop new
ways of getting' lost in it and of finally killing off for good its paternoster
lift.

Mr. Maguire, of Queen's, discovered by some accident or other, towards
the close of Hilary Term, that he had an examination ca'led Moderations i~
about a week's time. Consequently he contracted Mods fervour-or was It
fever-in which he nearly burnt down everything within his rooms-a pity
really, because his are reputed to be t~e best rooms in College and ,~he one,~
which the Provost nonchalantly exhibits to influcnrial VISItors as typical
College accommodation

Yours without trace,

X PUNGED.

CAMBRIDGE LETTER
The Editor, The Liverpool Institute Magazine.
SIR-You leave me no choice. I must answer your demands for fresh scandal
concerning the Liobians in Cambridge, city of colleges and parking meters.
The gentle reminders and threatening letters you have sent have filled my
waste paper basket. However, enough of my petty afflictions, I must commence
my task of analysing the peculiarities and vices of those ex-members of the
School who live, and some may even work, here.

The senior Liobian in Cambridge is Dr. Waddington of Caius. He will
shortly be leaving us for the University of Warwick, and we wish him well
in his new appointment.

Also as Ca ius are Tony Zalin and John Conder. Mr. Zalin recently
astounded the scientific wodd by his discovery that the university is built of
fifty per cent cabbage. As a result, he has cut down on dinners in hall and
feels all the better for it. 1Vir. Conder is rnmoured to be locked away in the
vastness of the Lingfield Road chemical laboratories, being allowed out only
on special occasions. This somewhat harsh treatment has in no way affected
him and he remains as he ever was.
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Deep in the bowels of Trinity lives Russell Cannon. This is, perhaps, the

only fact known about him, for all enquiries are met with a barrier of math-
ematical jargon allied with a Sco~tish accent. Sassenach non-ma!hematIClans
have little hope of penetrating this cloak of deception. Another Trinity man
is Richard Hynes, the only person who stops his hike bv pulling a piece of
string. Cunningly attached to the front wheel, this breakthrough in engin-
eering is so effective, that Mr. Hynes has never yet stopped at any traffic
lights. ..

The other freshman is Ca ius man, John Clark. ThIS confirmed meat pie
addict was last seen walking towards the river. Punt wrecked. Po!e found in
middle of river. The following day was declared a public holiday. Someone
is still receiving Mr. Clark's grant however.

The remaining member of the Caius contingent is second year man, John
Roberts Since last term's cycling catastrophe, Mr. Roberts has remained in
good h~alth. Several theories attempt an explanation; the most credible arc,
the fitting of new brake blocks' to his bike, and the close proxrmuy of his
lodgings to the University Health Centre.

The only Liobian here who can be said to be "way out" is Phil Alper, of
Selwyn. How far this description is purely a geographical one, is a matter
for conjecture.

Little is known of Colin Morgan, of Pembroke, apart from the fact that
he was frightened by a barber in his youth .. Mr. Morgan is rumoured to be
one of the causes for the threatened increase m the price of haircuts for I~mg-
haired men. Nearby, at Downing, we find Lac~lan Macrae. Apart trom
"artistic enterprises" the main occupation of this erugmatrc gentleman IS
organising the Liobians dinner. a task far more difficult than it would seem.

That, sir, is all the information concerning the ten of us which I can
safely commit to paper. The volume is smal], ~ut may I express the hope that
increase in numbers WIll swell the size of this letter 111future.

Yours inevitably,

SPEECHLESS.

,1'v16A2-~0. in form, 6. Independent-3, Conservative-I, Labour-I,
Don't know-l

M6B-}.;0. in form, Iii. Conservative-7, Labour-7, Liberal-I, Cornrn-
unist-I, Abstainer-I, Don't knOW-I.

6ASc.-No. in form, 17. Conservative-6, Lahour-4, Libera!-2, Cornm-
unist-I, Abstainers-4.

6ASc.2-No. in form, 21. Conservative-IO, Labour-4, Liberal-4, Ab-
stamers-3.

6ASc.3-No. in form, 15. Conservative-7, Labour-4, Communist-2,
Liberal-I, Abstainer-l

6BSc.-No. in form, 30. Conse~va{ive-21, Liheral-5, Lahour-3 Ah-
stainer-I. '

The picture for the whole Sixth-Form (228 boys) is as follow5:-
Conservatlve-I09, Labour-52, Liberal-26, Communist-7, Independent-
5, Anarchist-s-Z, Scottish Nationa list-c--L, Abstainers-20, Don't know-5
Non Voter-I. '
Percentages of the vote 0 tained werc:-
Conservative-48, Labour-22.9, Liberal-Il.5, Independent-22 Abstain-
ers-8.8, Communist-3. I, Don't knows-2.2, Others-I.3 .

Overall conclusions are difficult to draw, when one compares the large
Conservative majority with the national trend that shows a Labour lead of
anything between 7'!c and 18%, but the figures may be put into perspective
by considering one or two points FIrst, a grammar school sixth-form, though
reputedly a hot-bed of extreme political opinions, may really be considered
to have some Conservative tendencies, as those who stay on obviously have
parents who can afford to keep them at school. The parents would tend to
vote Conservative, thus influencing their children to do the same. This point
is most obvious in the Lower-Sixth, where it seems a majority have never
really thought seriously about the policies of the parties and voted Conserv-
ative because they have been brought up in a completely Conservative Britain
and have never really thought of the alternatives. Indeed, a stock answer
from 6BC, 6BMI and 6BSc. was "Conservative, I suppose". The normal
Conservative tendencies have been enhanced in this case because of the threat
of Labour to introduce a Comprehensive Education system in Liverpool
under. which the grammar school would disappear. This, and the discussion
over It, has undoubtahly added a few more votes to the Conservative total.
There was also a high number of abstainers, 8.8';?: they were disillusioned by
both parries, that is. fed up with the Conservatives but not prepared to vote
Labour. The Liberals had steadv support all round without any spectacular
gains, with the exception of 6BM2.
. The Communists were supported mostly by the Upper-Sixth, and this
Illustrates the overall tendency to extremism prcvelanr in this part of the
School. By and large It was very much apparent that the Upper-Sixth had
thought a lot more about politics before forming an opinion. By far the
greatest number of Labour supporters were in the Upper-Sixth, and the
marked fear of Labour, evident in the Lower-Sixth, was absent.

I discovered that there was a reasonable interest in politics among senior
boys. I hope this survey will quicken an interest in politics and encourage
boys to acquire political judgement.

, 'I
I

SIXTH FORM POLITICAL OPINION POLL
During the Easter holidays, the time of the 1964 Genera! Election was
announced as October. One of the mam parties, the LIberals, have, as a part
of their election manifesto, a proposal that will give a vote to all at the age
of eighteen. I decided, therefore> that it would be an interestmg experiment
to see the reactions of those who would be near or at the. new v5lt!ng age.
should it be introduced. To this end I conducted a political opmion poll
amongst all the Sixth-Form, asking the question "If ,there wa\,,3 Gcne:al:
Election tomorrow, and you had a vote, how would }ou use It. . Bef?rc I
attempt to draw any conclusions from the answers I received, here IS a [ist of
the' results:- ..
6A-No. in form, 4. Liberal-2, Conservativc-c-L, Abstamer-I.
6AC-No in form, 2. Conscrvative-2.
6BC-No: in form, 6. Conservative-5, Labour-I .
6AMI-No. in form, 33. Conservative-15, Lahour-s-Ll , Liberal-s-Z, Comrn-

unist-c-J, Abstainer-s-L, Don't know-I. .
6AM2-No. in form, 1.3. Labour-7, Conscrvarivc-s-S, Communist-I,

Ahstainer-I, Non-Voter-l.
6EM-No. in form, 27. Conservati~e-15, Labour-4, Independcnt-2,

Scottish Nationalist-I, Anarchist-c-L, Abstainer-e-L ,
6BM2-No. in form, 19. Conse rvativc-s-B, Libera l-s-", Labour-2, Corum-

unist-I, Anarchist-e-I. ..
M6A-No. in form, 17. Conscrvative-8, Labour-4, Liberal-s-Z, Abstain-

er-2, Don't know-J.

P. W. ROWLANDSON (6BM2)

THE ART OF REMBRANDT HARMENSZ VAN RUN
Rembrandt Harrnensz van Rijn is now recognised as perhaps the greatest
painter the world has known, yet his life was one long series of disappoint-
ments and tragedies.

Rembrandt was born at Leyden, Holland in 1601, the son of Ha rrnen
Geiritsz van Rijn, a miller. The new bourgeois class of Ilolland in the 17th
cent my favoured painters who executed works depicting their homes and
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customs Gerard Dou was one of the painters who achieved success in this
manner, while greater artists such as Hals and Rembrandt were left m
poverty. Dou and his contemporaries unw.Jttmgly pandered to the whims of the
public in their work, recreating scenes In Dutch bourgeois life. Rembrandt
followed his soul and the images he found there.

After studying at the University of Leyden, Rembrandt studied under
Jacob Isaakaz van Swanenburgh, Jacob Pynas and Pjetro LastTan .. (Many,
artists of this period who followed the Italian school or painters Italianized
their names. Thus, ·Pieter Lastman became Pietro Lastrnan ). In 1630 the
first tragedy, the death of his father, caused Rembrandt to leave ,~eyden and
go to settle in Amsterdam, where his first major work appeared" The Anat-
omy Lesson of Professor Tu1p". Two years later he was married to Saskia
van Uylenborch, who bore his son Titus m 1641. ThIS marriage was short-
lived and within a year Saskia was dead. It was in the same year, 1642, that
Rembrandt produced "The Night Watch", a group portrait of a doele~ or
company of the Civic Guard of Amsterdam. ThIS picture was not recelve,d
very enthusiastically by the public and marked the beginning of Rembrandt s
decline, just as "The Anatomy Lesson" marked the height of his fame and
popularity. d '

In 1645 a woman named Hendrickje Stoffels became Rernbran u s
servant and'mistress. A short time later. "The Conspiracy of Claudius
Civilis", a total failure, was painted. Rembrandt was accused of keeping lQW
company, was declared insolvent and finally turned out of hIS house by a
court order which also forced him to sell all his belongings. He ndrickje stood
by him in all his troublesand proved to be a valuable influence on him. !he
long period .of tragedy ended when 'Titus and hIS Wife died, and when
Hendrickje died in J 662. . . ,

Rembrandt never gave in to self-pity, because the true artist 1S driven by
the power of an artistic temperament and by creat~ve urge, through which
he can express his feelings, emotions and talents. \Xihen next yQU look at a
Rembrandt self-portrait, remember that you are [ooking at the face of a
genius who has known great suffering, poverty and bereavement; the. face of
a man who. kept a buoyant spmt and cheerful nature m spite of all this. Look
at the deeply incised features, the kind, dark-brown eyes which reflect the
life of the man in the street, for such was Rembrandt. .

There is a self-portrait in the Pinakochele, Vienna, which Rembrandt
painted in the same year that he :vas forced out of his ~ome (16~7)_ bad luck
which afflicted him is mirrored In his features. HIS eyes look reproachfully
and woefully at the onloooker, but with pity, and not animosity. The clothing
is sombre and shabby: a bat-tered, black felt hat and an old leather Jacket.
Rembrandt managed to look dignified in any costume, however, and this
picture is no exception. The features are soft, attractive and lovable, but
slightly synical. .. . .

A contrast to this picture IS an earlier self-portrait, executed in the year
that he married Saskin. The young, handsome features are flattered by a

ifi ant black coat a' black turban and a gold cham. The characteristicmagru co, .. I .' '1 .
vertical line between the eyes is there, making the facia expression sum at
to that of the later self-portrait. Indeed, the only real difference IS to .be
found in the expression of the eyes. The young Rembrandt stares hau~htIl~
but confidentlv at the world, while he fingers hIS gold cham. The Immediately
apparent suffering in the eyes of the old Rembrandt has not yet appe:red, for
this is a portrait ofa prosperous,. handsome young gentleman at the climax
of his career As a painter of night and the soul, Rembrandt moves one

ti In "'The Pilgrims at Emmaus" (1648), the deeply religious expression
~~e~~'ist's face is as poignant as t~e best of J. S. Bach's ChurC~l :nusI~ •. Jhere
" also a pathos in the picture WhICh IS similar to that m an earlier \~ inter
~andsc~pe" (1645). This beautiful painting of peasa~t~ ~y a !rozen villiage
lake could not fail to move anyone by rts pathos, serenity and ICY coldness.

Rembrandts work was dark because he grew up out of chaos and darkness.

He remained unaffected by the dark, Italian Baroque School, being interested
III the study of Chiaroscuro, thc study of light and dark, because of
his own dark, rnystcrrous ongms. His own, personal an rose from hi:;
temperament? for he portrayed reality and poverty with the vividness conceived
by an eye-WItness, not a Court painter. Remhrandt was never a theorist and
he Ignored hIS bnght young contemporaries.

. It IS not very difficult to appreciate Rembrandt's work, for in each
pa111t111gthere IS an element of simplicity, A religious spirit also. breathes Jife
111tO his ,;vork. ThIS can be. detected in such pictures as "The Pilgrims at
Emmaus III which emotion IS predominant. He makes one listen to the dark
subterranean mutterings of his soul in the midst of darkness, which brings to
us messages and mtrmations of compassion, suffering, age, love and humanity
Perhaps the secret of Rembrandt's dark paintings lies in his own words: "D~
l'iime pour l'ame"-"Of the soul, for the soul".

P. F. AINSWORTH (6AMI)

THE RECORDER
A recorder, as most. readers will know, is a musical instrument very commonly
played and. of ancient ancestry. Bone whistles with fingerholes have been
found associated WIth Stoneage Man: both the Egyptians and the Greeks used
similar mstrurnents and the recorder proper is probably as much as eight
hundred. years old. It was played by Henry VIII. Samuel Pepys refers to it
III hIS Diary. Shake~peare mentions the instrument in several plays and brings
IT. on the stage in 'Hamler'. It was the "flauto" of Bach and Handel who
distinguished the cross-flute as "flauto traverse", However, by the end of the
eighteenth century, the recorder was virtually dead, killed by the rise of the
orchestra and by the Romantic movement, which preferred the warm tone of
the cross flute to the purity of the recorder. By 1900, its very form was
almost forgotten, but in 1917 Car} Dolmetsch made his first recorder and
the instrument soon achieved great popularity. This resurrection was due to
the efforts of a few enthusiasts led by Carl Dolmetsch, after the First World
War.

Nowadays, the recorder is used both as a serious musical instrument and
as a cheap instrument for the teaching of music in schools.

As a serious instrument, the recorder is not usually used in the orchestra
because its pure tone does not mix well and the [ower forms of instrument
are too quiet.. Most music for the recorder is written either for a single
instrument, WIth or without accompaniment, or for a "consort" of several
recorders of different sizes. Some music has been written by modern composers
for the recorder, but the bulk of its repertoire is music of the Classical period.

In schools, the recorder is very widely used to teach music, but only to a
very low level. The instrument used IS the descant recorder, whose lowest
note is upper C and whose highest notes are almost off the piano. Because of
these things, the recorder is thought only to be the descant, and then in terms
of tuneless squeaks and yawls, which wake the baby and annoy the neighbours.
Further, because the recorder is so commonly played in schools, the recorder
IS considered childish, easy to play, and not worthy of serious consideration.
This causes the recorder to be discarded as its player grows up, occasionajly
in favour of some other Instrument, but usually without replacement.

The usual way to prevent this is to form a recorder group within the
school, which can publicisc serious recorder music in a school concert.
Such a consort would encourage boy., to continue their study of the instrument
beyond the clerncn try stage and would enhance the reputation of the recorder
itself.

Some years ago, such a consort existed in this school, together with a
madrigal group. Both died. The madrigal group has since been revived, under
the leadership of Mr. Rowell, and has proved its worth since in many
concerts. Mav the recorder consort follow.

:,

A. D. JACKSON, (M6A2)

I'
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FREEDOM FROM HUNGER And so. the stream winds 0)1 its course

Along lts lonely way,
The merry stream still echoes forth,
And wi]! from day to day.

Have you ever thought when you eat your food
Of people far away,
\Vho starve in the streets and die there too?
This happens day by day. P. LOUGIIEAD (3Sc)

Have you ever thought of the food you waste
And wish that it could be
Transported to some far off place
To help humanity?

The stream starts as a bubbling spring:
So cool and crystal clear,
It rushes down the mountain-side,
As it has for many a year.

Then on and on through countryside,
Past hamlet, village, mill,
By lonely farm and village inn,
And round the wooded hill

WHERE IS HE?
Is he here or is he there
Where can my little frie~d be?
Is he there behind that chair
Or is he right by me? '

Is he hiding near the door,
In the shadow of the night?
Can he be down on the floor
Oh, where is that little mite?'

Can you tell me where he is
Inside my little house?
Perhaps you've guessed who my friend is
He's a squeaky little mouse. .,

G. M. HUGHES (2A)

MY LAST JOURNEY IN SECOND CLASS
0, to travel on a train;
No other vehicle is the same
Smuts, smoke and steam ualore
Wafting through the carria"'ge do~r.

Luggage racks with netting torn
Ashtrays hanging off the wall, '
Photograph of far off scene
With an inscription of whe~e 'Fred' has been.

Empty light socket; I would say
Some thieving hand has passed this way'
No wonder decent folk complain, '
This coach must have been in a football train

Hark! I hear the porter cry
Now it's time to say goodb~e
Alight and quit this shameful wreck
Next time I'll go first class, by heck!

C. L. MOTHERSHA W, (2A)

THE GALLEY FIRE
R,nvin;':tll' tile river,
P]()lI,L~ilin;.:Ihmtl;.:h t hr W:1Vl"S,
CUl1WS tile Rom.m (;:tlley,
Rowed hy manv s]:IVC".

,I
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Have you ever wished in some small way
That you could play your part
To help those starving nations
And ease an aching heart?

So let us all do what we can
With help we must not shirk,
And let us pray for Oxfam,
That God will bless their work.

S. CAMERON (2Se)

DETERMINATION TO SPARE
One day he knew he would achieve
His goal; he would not leave
The place until 'twas done,
So he toiled on and on.
The hours dragged and felt like years,
But he laboured on and sweated tears.
Tired now, as he bent and stretched,
Heavy loads he carried and fetched,
And rest, his strength to rally,
For a second visit to the Bowling Alley.

R. HUMPHREYS (4D)

PORT(ia) REVISED
The quality of Mersey is not trade;

It twangeth on the beat guitars of boys
Within the Cavern walls. It is not quiet;

It rouseth those that play and those that hear.

'Tis noisy, fierce and hectic. It swings
The adored Beatles in the Hit Parade;

The Mersey sound, the fame of Liverpool now,
How are- the mighty fall'n-or risen to fame?

R. P. FAZAKERLEY (3Sc)

THE STREAM

There's an enemy man o ' w.u,
The archers take their u im ;
l\~d let loose at the ;.:alley,
\'Vlth some arrows of llum,-.
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A fire starts on the galley,
The prisoners' holds are shut.
The fire is getting fiercer,
The producer then shouts: "Cut".

N. TAYLOR (3A)

THE PORT
I

I

In smoky Liverpool's ancient port
The ships sail to and fro,
They sail to ports we never thought
Existed long ago.

They carry cargoes of goods untold,
Of oil Of cotton and tea;
They leave our port with laden hold
To sail the mighty sea.I

I

I

With motor cars, with chemicals,
With whiskey and with gin,
I watch them go amid the gulls;
I watch them sailing in.

P. GRASHAM (2Sc)

THE GRAVE

.Oh, Jet my soul go,
You rotting flesh,
You bare bones.
You have my body,
So Jet my soul go.

The after-life. Hal

I have eons to wait
In this purgatory.

In the cons I wait
My body will go
To powdery rust
And untraceable clements

And then-
My peace,
A hazy warmth
All around;
To last eternally
Sustaining my dreams.

Lo, I sleep.

J. D. KERRUISH (M6A)I I
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~ LOUIS Samson Cameras Ltd ~
~ 74 BOLD STREET ~
~ LIVERPOOL 1 ~
~ ~
~ The premier photographic store in Liverpool ~
~ ~
~ ~~ Main agents for the world's best cameras and ~
~ photographic equipment ~
~ SEISS LEICA ROLLEI POLAROID ~
~ ALPA PENT AX - EUMIG - YASHICA ~
~ KODAK ETC. ETC. ~
~ ~
~ Helpful advice on all photographic matters ~
~ Official suppliers to the Corps Diplomatique ~~ . ~~~~~~~~~.~A.~~~~ ~
HENRY YOUNG & SONS, LIMITED

BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS,

Invite all interested in Literature to inspect their Stock of New and
Second-hand Books conveniently displayed in their new book rooms.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED AND VALUED FOR PROBATE.

15 & 15a, North John Street, Liverpool, 2
Established t 849 Tel.! CENtral 2048

HORNBY~DUBLO, TWANG, TRIX TRAINS
AT APl'llOX. TWOTIIWnS LIST PIUCES

\'lIe stock Hornby-Duhlo 1.()t:()lllt,liv('s ,'''" vert L'll r"r IIS<: on the 'Triang
System and T'riaru; I.",'''.'; """vnl,,d r"r l Iornhy-Duhlo

We will exchange your comph-u- 11I",1,,1 l'Ililwny Inyout for another
make or !JULIn"

HORNBY-DUBLO TRAINS EXClIAN(jED FOR TRIANG
(or vice-versa)

HATTON'S MODEL RAILWAYS
180, SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL, 15
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SATURDAY 9 A.M. TO 12-30

TELEPHONE ROYAL 5234

II
HOURS

TELEGRAMS "RAVENSCROFT,

HARDMAN STREET, LIVERPOOL"

9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

RAVENSCROFT & WILLIS LTD.
(c. JENKS, E. M. WILLIS)

i!!:burcu, JI.ahl, i!!:ilJic .lRobe jlIllllterS' anb ~Cilll£mic
BY OFFICIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE UNIVERSITY

QE(ub ~(Il?er antr i!!:o(ourS' ;§>peciIlIi5't5',

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED TO LIVERPOOL INSTITUTE

BLAZERS - BADGES - SCARVES - SQUARES - TIES

4 HARDMAN STREET. LIVERPOOL 1

SPORTS SUPPLIERS

ATHLETICS FOOTBALL HOCKEY
J

II
: j,

"i

EQUIP~,lENT FOR ALL TEAM GAMES

Also for ARCHERY, FENCING and FISHING

AIR RIFLES, GUNS and AMMUNITION

HENRY WHITTY & SON LTO.
t 5, BASNETT STREET, LIVERPOOL,

Tel.: ROYal 3011

OPEN SATURDAY AFTERNOON
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PUT ON YOUR ~ THINKING CAP

(where it fits, it's Horne's)
1. Underline the odd-one-our : ELK, BULL, RAM, STAG, HORS!!

2, Which word differs grammatically from the others:
DRESS, FIT, CLOTHE, WEAR

3, Find four items of clothing in this sentence:
Investigations prove Horne's capacity for suiting all parties,

4, Insert the missing number: 37 18 55 918 ( )
5. Insert the missing word:

BORROW (SORROW) GRIEF ERASER ( ) SCHOOL JACKET

6. Underline the odd-one-out: FLOG, KTERCIC, NISENT, SlABDlRIL

7, Which number differs from the rest; 653, 770, 149, 235
8, Take the Bow from the Beaux: ESTEG, LLBMUREM, SHAN, SlBEL

'sUaE! '8 '(n 0, tin ppo SJalfio I/u) ,U 'L '(aulVa JOOPU!) SPJu!ll'E! '9
'JuolE! " '(puuI8u3 U! seqoutuq s,auJoH fo .aqutnu alfl) a: 'r 'sail 'JiIlS
'du» ',saA 'f '(,(luO qJaA) alf/ol:; " '(sUJOIf ou) aSJoH 'I : S~E!A\SNV

HORNES
The answer to every young man's clothing problem

HORNE BROTHERS, 80-82 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL

Established 1935

S. E. I(ING LTD.

S/Oc/.:;.I/ of aIL Photographic Goods

/\(;1'/\ K(llM" II.HllW

Corner of

CHURCH STREET "lid
PARKER STREET,
LIVERPOOL, 1
Telephone: ROYal 8192
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What's at
71 Bold Street

for you II • •

Everything, if you're interested in photography, Next time
you're near come in and see us. 'Whatever you're photographic
problems we'll be happy to discuss them with you. Whether
you want new or secondhand equipment, advice about
filters or just your films developed we're glad to help.

DOLLANDS 71 BOLD STREET
CAMER A SHOPS L'pool ROYal 1182

ESTABliSHED 1834

Ru" SONs NtPHJ:W
limited

ENGLISH & FOREIGN

BOOKSELLERS
We Specialise ill-* Educational Books for

School and University* School library
Supplies

* General Books on all
Subjects

llmm and StationersmmH
~~H~~~
miili~ Write, Call 01' Phone
::::::::mmg
~~~~~~~7 WHITECHAPEL
mm~
l[mm LIVERPOOL I
J~mm
r~i§~ Telephone: - CEN 0246 (3 lines)----------------~

EST,\ IH.ISHED 50 YEARS

JOHN PROBERT
GEIVT'S HAIRDRESSER

FOR GOOD HAIRCUTTING & STYLlN(;

26 BERRY STREET
LIVERPOOl J I


